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Faculty senate to examine grading policy
By DeVone Holt
Asst. news editor

Mid-term deficiency reports, student senate's grading system resolutions and elections for faculty senate
and its ad hoc committees lop the
agendaof the next faculty senate meeting May 3.
English professor Nancy Lee-Riffe
said Russ En/.ie, associate vice president for academic affairs, made a
motion at the March 1 meeting to
discontinue the mid-term deficiency
reports.
Lee-Riffe said she made a motion
to establish an ad hoc committee to
review the mid-term reports in attempt
to dispute Enzie's suggestion.
She said the committee, if accepted, will be composed of advisers,
the registrar and the director of advising and testing and will make recom-

mendations concerning mid-term deficiency reports.
Lee-Riffe said there have been
noted problems with the mid-term
reports in the past like advisers and
students receiving the deficiency reports late and advisers not being able
to contact students to inform them of
their deficiencies.
"Students usually know if they're
doing bad in class," she said. "But
sometimes they don't make it to their
advisers to find out"
Lee-Riffe said these problems and
similar ones may hinder the effectiveness of the reports but are not serious
enough to discontinue them.
Taking into consideration the possibility of the reports being eliminated for all students, Lee-Riffe said
she would like to see the reports salvaged for at least a few select students.

"High-risk students like freshmen,
transfer students and students with
deficiency GPAs should at least benefit from the reports," she said.
The senate will also hear a suggestion to establish a committee to study
the effects of a new grading system.
Tom Myers, adviser for Student
Senate, will introduce a resolution
concerning the grading system sponsored by student senator Jonda
Burcham.
Burcham's resolutions is designed
to have students work side-by-side
with faculty members to review the
effects of the plus and minus systems
at other schools.
She said the administration hasn't
proven that it has taken an in-depth
look into the system, it just reports on
thenumber of schools who have implemented the system.
Burcham said, "The committee

will ask students at our school and
other schools what they think of the
system and how has it worked for
them."
Burcham said she thinks the students working along with the faculty
will help students better understand
what is likely to happen.
"We would be there so they
wouldn' t do anything without the students knowing what they are doing,"
Burcham said.
Nominations for senate chair, secretary and standing committees will
be accepted at next week's meeting.
Allen Engle, faculty senator, has
already been nominated for senate
chair, but other names will be accepted at the meeting.
The chair- and secretary-elected
nominees will replace Joan McGill
and Charles Hay, respectively. May 3
and serve a one-year term.

Courses unaffected
by proposed mergers
■ NAT. GSS, HUM
class offerings
remain Intact
By Joe Castle
Graphics editor
Never fear, NAT is here.
At least for the fall semester.
Proposals from three university
deans to alter the structure of the
departments under them will not
change any course offerings for the
fall semester, Elizabeth Wachtel, director of academic advising and testing, said.
"Whatever son of reorganization
might take place, it won't affect those
courses being offered for the fall,"
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Wachtel said.
Rumors regarding the availability
of courses in the departments of social
science, humanities and natural science spread across campus after administrators unveiled plans to assimilate those departments into others in
their respective colleges, Wachtel said.
"I was told there was some misunderstanding and confusion among advisers about whether or not those
courses would be offered," Wachtel
said. "There are a lot of rumors floating around about those courses being
canceled, but to the best of my knowledge nothing has been decided."
If approved, the proposals would
combine the departments of humanities and foreign languages in the College of Arts and Humanities, dissolve

Board of Regents meeting
to focus on budget in May
Progress staff report
The Board of Regents will meet
May 22 to discuss and approve the
university's operating budget for
the next fiscal year.
Jim Clark, director of planning
and budget, said the budget guidelines were released Monday and
that the budget-setting process was
going according to schedule.
"We are trying to get i t wrapped
up to get it to the Board of Regents
so they have rime to get it thoroughly reviewed before the May
meeting," Clark said.
The issuance of faculty contracts has been delayed by the postponement of the meeting, but they

are expected out the day of the
board meeting.
"If the board approves (President Funderburk's) recommended
budget, contracts will be mailed
out on May 22," Clark said.
The Board of Regents meeting
was originally scheduled for April
26, but was postponed because the
university was waiting to see if any
further cuts would be made to the
budget, Clark said
"That's later than usual ' >r
Eastern but not as late as it is for
some," Funderburk said.
"If we get to it by the end of
May, we still have 30 days until the
fiscal year begins. Some schools
don't finish until June."

AND THEY'RE OFF'

social science into history in the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, and dissolve natural science
into biology, chemistry and physics in
the College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences.
Donald Batch, dean of the College
of Natural and Mathematical Sciences,
said the idea to assimilate the department of natural science into other departments in his college has developed over a period of time.
"It is something that has been
evolving for several years," Batch said.
'Times have changed, economic conditions have changed."
Dan Robinette, dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, said his
SEE MERGERS. PAGE AS

Undercover investigation
leads to nine indictments
the purpose of the investigation, said
Wynn Walker, assistant director of
public safety.
Walker said the drug purchases
Nine indictments have been returned by the Madison County Grand were made on campus.
Walker said the investigation beJury on drug-related charges naming a
gan
with public safety's intelligence
university staff member and four students. Eight arrests have been made information about various people they
knew or thought were dealing drugs
in the investigation.
On Tuesday April 20, the grand and led to the hiring of an undercover
jury returned seven felony indict- officer, Robinson.
Funding for the operation was paid
ments and two misdemeanor indictments on drug charges ranging from in pan by a federal grant.
"We anticipate a real probability
possession of marijuana to trafficking
of
more
indictments when some other
cocaine.
The indictments stem from a one- people both at the local and federal
year undercover investigation by pub- level provide some more information.
lic safely. The investigation was We don't know when or how long, but
headed by Sgt. Dan Ferguson and we anticipate there is some more
people," Walker said.
Officer Joy Robinson.
One of those arrested and charged
Robinson was hired last year for

By Mark White
News editor

in the investigation include Ricky A.
Powell, 33, McKee, who works as a
nighi manager at the university bowling lanes.
Powell was arrested and charged
with two counts of trafficking in marijuana within 1,000 yards of a school,
a class D felony, and possession of
marijuana.
According to the indictment,
Powell sold marijuana to Robinson on
Oct. 29,1992. and on Dec. 3, 1992.
Both incidents occurred in a classroom building.
Powell was arrested on a warrant
on April 21,1993, and a search of his
vehicle uncovered a bag of marijuana,
according to a police report.
Students David Kenneth Hicks,
SEE INDICTMENTS. PAGE A5

Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS
Thoroughbred Darien Deacon and jockey Cralg Perret race around the track Saturday at
Churchill Downs In Louisville during the Derby trial run. Deacon placed second behind
favored horse Cherokee Run In the race. The trials prepare eligible horses for the Derby.

Derby offers tradition, excitement for many
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Sports co-editor
This Saturday, the 119th running of the
Kentucky Derby, the jewel of American sports,
will be held at Churchill Downs in Louisville.
The Kentucky Derby is much more than
just a race, it is a chapter in the history of the
world. In fact, if you have the opportunity to
attend this famous event Saturday (whether
you are interested in horse racing or not), it
will remain forever in your mind as one of the
most memorable two minutes in your sports
history.
Jim McKay, sports announcer for ABC
Wide World of Sports said, "There is no other
sporting event I like to cover more than the
Kentucky Derby."
The Derby is fun for everyone. Whether
you are a virgin to thoroughbred racing and to
the mint julep, one of the joysof the Derby, or
whether you are Churchill Downs most valued costumcr, you will enjoy this spectacular
event just the same.
"I have always been thrilled with the ex-

THE RUN FOR THE ROSES
Saturday, May 1—Churchill Downs, Louisville
Post time, first race: 11 30 a.m.
Derby 119: About 5:30 p.m.
Admission: Grandstand, $20;
Clubhouse, $30; Infield, $20.
A $5 discount is offered for
tickets purchased in advance at
the Intramural Office in Begley
Parking: Private lots vary from $3
to $5 for all day.
citement of the Kentucky Derby." said William Reed, a sports columnist for Sports Illustrated.
One can not help but to get excited as
thousands of people around you sing "My Old
Kentucky Home." The vibrandy colored tulips that engulf the grounds with beautiful reds

Progress graphic by TIM BLUM
arid yellows helpadd to the festive atmosphere
of the Derby.
The road for the thoroughbreds to the
Kentucky Derby is not an easy one.
For the past 118 years, the premier assignment for any top thoroughbred has been to
capture all three legs of the Triple Crown,

which only 11 horses have managed to pull
off. The other two races include the Preakness
and the Belmont Stakes.
The Derby's 119-year history showcase is
filled with great horses like Secretariat, Derby
champion in 1973, with the fastest time in
history (1:59) and Triple Crown winner.
Alysheba, in 1987, and Sunday Silence, in
1989, are two others that suck in our minds as
great horse legends.
Last year's winners, Lil' E. Tee and Pat
Day, surprised many as they beat the race
favorite, Arazi.
Arazi's run brought more publicity to the
Derby than ever before. Lil' E. Tec was still
10th after a half-mile but secured room to the
outside for the remainder of the 1 1/4-mile
classic to take the victory.
While in Louisville, if you're interested in
checking out the Derby Festival, an overabundance of activities exist for you to enjoy.
The steamboat race, the country music spectacular, the 38lh Derby Festival Pegasus Parade and the Derby Eve Jam combine to make
this a most exciting week to be in Kentucky.

INSIDE
Q Yeeehaw! Daredevil Progress
staffers take the plunge off a
rappelling tower, while another
student documents what it's like
to get "bunged up."
See page B3
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EDITORIALS

Dead week?
Students need adequate time to prepare for exams
/"^ ive us a break!
to be the week before finals begin when it is
the unwritten rule that no major exams are
^-* As usual this year, classes end on
scheduled or projects are due.
Thursday, and finals begin the very next
morning.
But no such luck at this university.
At
least
not this semester.
Any student who now has an 8 a.m.
And not only do we have no time to
Tuesday/Thursday class and a Thursday
prepare for our finals, but we also have
night class, will find himself in class until
professors at this university who violate the
nearly 9 p.m. and will still be smacked in
theory of dead week by making assignments
the face by an 8 a.m. final.
that are due the last week of classes and
If the student grabs a luxurious five
who also schedule tests during that time.
hours of sleep, this
leaves him with a whopWe have found that a
ping six hours of study
number of students on
time to prepare.
campus have at least
AT A GLANCE
Even if students
one test, project or
don't have a Thursday
paper that is due
□ The issue
night class , most still
during the week before
While the last class of the sehave day-time classes on
finals.
mester meets at 6 p.m. toThursday.
It is as if finals are
night, the first final meets at 8
not
enough for stuAnd three Thursa.m. tomorrow.
day classes have finals
dents to stress out
□ Our opinion
scheduled for the next
about. Some professors
Having
only
11
hours
between
morning.This schedule
want to go that extra
the last class period and the
for finals is ridiculous.
academic mile and
first final exam is simply not
What we would
require even more
enough time to adequately
like to know is who is
from students before
prepare. Students deserve at
the genius who came up
finals commence.
least one day in between.
with this plan?
But even if no professors gave any assignIt would have
ments that were to be
made much more sense to start finals on
Monday, which would allow students to use due during finals week, students would still
need— and deserve— a day off between
Friday as a "dead day."
This would give students three days their last classes and the start-up of final
exams.
to study and/or have a much needed rest
We hope that next year administrabefore tackling the final exam period.
It would also give faculty more time tors will consider the problems that beginto make out the finals and would give them ning final examinations the day after classes
causes and will consider trying to arrange
a chance to catch their breath before tackfor at least one day between the last class
ling the process of figuring final grades.
and the first final.
Dead week, in theory, is supposed

Secrecy
All disciplinary decisions should be open records
On March 15, the sunshine broke
performance, financial aid or scholastic
through to campus media at the University
probation" records, not disciplinary records.
of Georgia when the Georgia Supreme
This should be outstanding news to
Court ruled that the university's disciplinary all university students. Only when the
board hearings and records must now be
secrecy shadowing disciplinary hearings is
open to the public and the press.
cast aside can students judge clearly for
This decision is a great landmark to
themselves how fairly the justice is disall college students and media because it
pensed on our campuses.
now calls into question
Eastern has traditionwhether other universities,
ally closed its disciplinincluding Eastern, have
ary hearings to the press.
AT A GLANCE
the right to close disciOne example occurred
plinary meetings to the
□ The issue
this semester when a
public. This is the first
Progress reporter was
The Georgia Supreme
time a state supreme court
denied access to hearings
Court has ruled that unihas considered the issue
versity disciplinary board
against a fraternity and a
of the public's right to
rulings are open records.
sorority that were being
access of campus judicial
charged with hazing,
□ Our opinion
decisions.
even though the fraterThis is a great victory for
The case was filed
nity students who were
students and media. We
by UofG's student newsbeing charged wanted
hope all campuses will
paper, The Red & Black,
the reporter present.
soon win this fight.
after a university board
Campus disciplinary
denied reporters access to
boards carry a weighty
student court hearings involving hazing
responsibility. We think this responsibility
charges against fraternities.
and fairness should be monitored to ensure
The court found that open meetings
that no misconduct or bias occurs. Having
laws applied to the judicial board because it the meetings open also lends more integrity
was a "governing body" and acted on behalf and credibility to the process.
of the state Board of Regents.
We are extremely pleased and
The school argued that the meetings excited at the Georgia Supreme Court's
and records should be kept closed because
decision. Since open records laws in Kenof the Buckley Amendment, a 1974 law that tucky and Georgia are fundamentally simiprohibits schools from releasing certain
lar, we hope it is only a short matter of time
education records without that student's
before the same goal of open records and
consent. But the court found that the law
meetings will be achieved at Eastern, as
applies only to "individual student academic well as at other universities.

I
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Editor bids farewell after #91
Fair warning: This is a Buddha
column.
A Buddha column, for those who
are not familiar, is a phrase coined by
Carol Wright, one of the all-time greatest journalism teachers who died two
years ago.
I can't remember exactly how she
phrased it, but the gist of it was that a
Buddha column is when "you can't
see any farther than your own big
navel sucking out in front of you, and
you pick out the lint that nobody else
on the face of this planet gives a hoot
about but you."
Though I will not graduate until
December, this is my last column, my
last issue, as editor of The Eastern
Progress.
When I hit Eastern as a little green
freshman from nowhere in 1989, I
remember watching former editors
Jennifer Feldman and Jeff Newton at
The Big Desks and thinking I would
never be able to do it.
Now, four years and 91 issues
later, it's done. And I can honestly say
that I'm proud of the job we did, even
though few of the phone calls and
letters I've had to deal with this year
were fan mail.
But it isn't our job to make people
happy, or to sing the praises of Eastem. It is our job to present a fair and
credible source of news to this university. And now, for me, that job is done.
The thought of leaving this paper
and moving on to who knows what
makes my heart beat just a bit faster,
both with joy and a certain amount of
reluctance. It's like standing on a div-

you do it And we're jealous as hell.
luck (and congratulations!)
Susan Gayle Good
Angie, you are the party girl. Never
Reed forget our crazy Chicago weekend or
Sieve Miller band. Good luck at
Reed all the
the CV&T.
about it
Chryssa, you've quickly become
ing board when you've just learned to
swim. I'm eager to jump, and yet, it's
hard to let go.
So, being sentimental, before I
plunge, I'm going to stick with tradition and use this space to say a few
parting words to some of the people
who have come to be my close-knit, if
somewhat dysfunctional, family.
Tim, my partner in crime. It's been
a hell of a year. It's not always been
smooth sailing, but in the end we
always come together to put out a
"skoonchy" paper. You are a design
guru. I'll miss you.
Joe, we started out as an awesome
team. Now, you 're an awesome friend.
I know the paper will continue to be
great. Have fun with it. (And be sure to
make deadline every week!)
Mark (sasquatch), you put up with
more schtick than anyone, not even
getting mad when I used your face for
tennis ball practice. Good luck next
year. And stay away from outhouses.
Amy, my sister, you are an incredible talent, and 1 admire the way you
take die world by the tail. You're my
best friend, and I love you. Knock 'em
out at die Herald-Leader.
Jerry, thank you for making sure I
never had a moment's worry about die
Arts pages. We all still wonder how

one of my favorite friends. I think
you're great, and I know everything
will work out for you. Honest. Send
me postcards from D.C.
Darren, it's been crazy, and at
times, interesting. You still owe me
lunch. Or is it the other way around?
Anyway, try to get your ads done
without crying too hard. (Wah!)
To the rest of my awesome staff:
Thank you for making this year as
editor something I can look back on
with a smile. (At least most of the
time.)
I've saved my last goodbye and
thank you for the woman who is probably cringing as she reads this because
she didn't want me to write this Buddha column to begin with.
Doc, if ever I become anything
like die reporter I want to be, it will be
because of you. There's so much I'd
like to say to you, but I'll sum it up in
only two words.
Thank you.
Now, I'm finished. I look forward
to next semester when I will Anally
find out what it's like to become a real
college student with time to do die
things like study, sleep, have a social
life and make real money.
At least until that gets boring and
I come running back into this office,
looking for something to write.

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
We need more from card
I have read with tremendous enthusiasm articles dealing with all situations on campus. I do appreciate the
information and respect the degree of
your reporting.
As in all things, degrees of importance should be considered, and here
is another: The Colonel Card. Why
can't I use this service off campus at
restaurants and other places, like
Kmart or Wal-Mart?
If 4,000 students deposited $500
per year, that equals $2 million. Who
gets die interest on this deposit? If I
have a greater variety of shopping and
use of my card, I'm happy.
If at the end of the semester EVL&lQhL QUITS TAKING
CHECKS, how do I live? I would not
be worried because I could purchase
items everywhere with my card. If
Eastern offers the service citywide.

they will be received better and make
a commission on each sale. If this
service is citywide, the university can
use this to promote enrollment.
In this age of computers, this can
be done, and is on other campuses.
If the card is citywide, everyone
wins. Help each student. Give us the
opportunity to decide where to shop
and where not to.

John Hall
Commonwealth Hall
Senate does a good job

proud 10 be) student senator.
It really makes me sick when
people start running at the mouth and
all they havcis diarrhea. I'm referring
to the letter in April lSlh Progress
from Kelly Davis, who came to the
las! senate meeting and passed out
trash about what we have not done!
Kelly, you should have done your
homework. Where were you all year?
I didn' t sec you at any other meeting!
Why did you pick our last meeting to
pass out your lies? Why didn' t you say
somcth i ng when you were introduced?
Your student senators have done a
lot this year. You don't see most of it
for two reasons. First, we can't put a
resolution though the senate and expect it to be law. After we pass a
resolution, it goes to the council on
student affairs. If they pass it or/and it
goes to committees or/and die Board

My name is Kelli L. McGowan,
and I'm a nontraditional/transfer/fulltime student and mother of two children. I am also a Girl Scout leader and
trainer and involved in the Cub Scouts,
an active member of the Presbyterian
Church, participating in the bell choir
and the singing choir. I am also a (and Continued on next page

GUIDELINES FOR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters to the editor on topics of
interest to the university community.
Letters submitted for publication should be typed and no
longer than 200 words. The
Progress may condense letters
over 200 words. Letters should
be addressed to the newspaper

and must contain the author's
signature, address and telephone
number. Carbon copies, photocopies a'nd letters with illegible
signatures will not be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be accepted. The Progress reserves the
right to reject any letter.
The deadline for submitting a
letter is noon Monday prior to
Thursday's publication.

Letters should be mailed to
The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40478.

PHONE: 6221872 or
6221882
FAX: 622-2354
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Another view

PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By Jennifer Barney

What do you hold as the most memorable event on campus this year?

Down to:
Pollution

Up to:
Late night

Up to:
WKQQ

At last the fog has been
lifted. NBC's new latenight court jester is Conan
O'Brien. O'Brien, 30, is a
Harvard grad and a writer/
producer for The Simpsons.
He will replace David
Letterman this summer.

The radio station has used
the month of April to find
homes for some of the Madison County Animal Shelter's
"Death Row Doggies." Many
pups have found homes over
the airwaves. We hope QQ will
continue this needed service.

"Different church
events. It was a.
tun and entertaining atmosphere."

"Student social
workers held
events, like mixers."

After Sunday' s gay rights
march, the capitol of our
nation was buried under
what looked like tons of garbage. This was only three
days after Earth Day. How
soon we forget that the planet
has rights, too.

Suggestions for Ups and Downs are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872.

Michael Spalding, 22, social work,

Alfonso Moore, 21, physical
therapy, Louisville.

Lebanon.

Put down this paper and learn
An education is everything.
I truly did not realize what that
actually meant to me four years ago.
I don't mean education strictly
in the institutional sense of "that's
the thing to do after high school,"
but instead education as a wellrounding tool that can truly enrich
your life and being.
Before I came to college, I
worked for a few years in the cable
TV industry and soon realized that I
would need an education if I was
ever going to get the kind of job I
would be satisfied with.
I was surrounded by men and
women twice my age performing
the same work as I and stuck in the
dead-end grind many struggle with
on a daily basis.
It was then I made my decision
to attend college. Although unsure of
what discipline I would pursue, I
knew I wanted an education.
Now, four years later, I can see
the significance of the time spent
here at Eastern.
My outlook on life and the world

experience as students.
Granted, not every course is
Tim
going
to enthrall you and not every
Blum
teacher will motivate you, but the
educational process goes far beyond
A road less sitting in class taking notes.
traveled
It's about life and all that
surrounds it.
There's so much to learn from
and the way I see myself has
getting away from the parent's nest
changed drastically.
and seeing what the world has for
I became more open-minded,
you.
more appreciative of the people
And yes, there's even a hidden
around me and, I hope, a little
passion in living on a $3,000 a year
smarter.
budget and attempting to eat more
And although the average
Ramen noodles than any one human
student probably spends about
being could possibly consume.
$45,000 on a college education,
So expand your horizons,
what is gained in return is priceless. people. Get to know the world you
So many students drudge
live in. Try something new.
through their classes, mope, groan
Try again something you thought
and complain, and only do enough
you hated, and give it a second
to get by. I'm guilty of it myself
chance.
sometimes.
And if you're reading this in
But we should be thankful for
class right now — WAKE UP! —
this educational opportunity and be
and get with the program.
anxious for the knowledge we're
You may never get (his opportugaining, or could gain, from our
nity again.

of Regents or/and President
Funderburk.
\
Dr. Myers, our faculty adviser,
works very hard for all of us. not just
the senate. His door is open all the
time, not just to senators. Try it and
you will see. Thanks, "Doc."
Students need to be careful what
and who you listen to. Anyone is welcome at any senate meeting, and anyone can speak; we welcome it. We
have had lots of guests, and I believe
all felt welcome. If anyone has any
questions as to what your senator has
done this year, stop by the office and
ask to see the minutes from any or all
the meetings.
All of your senators have done an
excellent job this year, and I was proud
to be among them. This is mv response and mine alone. It does not
come from the senate office, or reflect
UKif view.
Kelli L. McGowan,
Richmond
More alike than different
I had not intended to write this
letter, but for days my thoughts have
been headed somewhere; and it became necessary to communicate them
and make room for new ideas. Also, a
segment 1 watched on CBS' s "60 Minutes" concerning racial relations at
Duke University prompted me to sit
and direct my notions to, if not an
answer, a suitable plateau.
Racial tension is not the focus of
this endeavor, but it is involved. What
I would like to discuss is unity —
oneness, total coherence. Because
every person on this planet is united
by, if nothing else, die fact that we are
bom, we live and we die; and in the
process of living we become aware of
birth, life and ultimately, death.

If you have ever found yourself in
conversations that feel revealing, you
have probably found out that just as
you begin to regret foolishly revealing
one of your most obscure thoughts or
a personal milestone of self awareness, someone else effortlessly comes
to the same conclusion you lost sleep
over. That happens to everyone, because all people share the obstacles of
being human, living and eventually
dying. The more you have in common
with anyone, the more likely that you
have contemplated the same things.
Everyone reading this not only
has the bond of humanity, but countless more similarities. The planet, the
country, the state, the town, the community, die school — things we are
living with all of the time. Then there
are smaller divisions — race, heritage, fields of study, a favorite color.
The trend is to surround ourselves
with the very smallest group and in
doing so, I think we lose track of the
larger bond of thehuman race.
The point is, like it or not, we all
are united in life. I have found that the
more you explore your bonds with all
people, the easier it becomes to deal
with living. That is why I have shared
this with you, and in doing so, I have
created a new set of similarities between every reader.
Michael Reedy,
Richmond
Thanks to volunteers
On behalf of the over 600 Special
Olympic athletes, coaches and parents. I would like to thank theover 100
volunteers from the EKU and Richmond community who braved the cold
and came out to help put on our Area
Games event April 17 at the EKU
track. Your support and enthusiasm
helped to make it a successful day!
Although too many to mention

individually, I would like to thank the
following campus organizations: EKU
physical plant; athletic department
and Coach Richard Erdman; Division
of Special Programs; Division of Public Safety; Kappa Delta Tau, Chi
Omega and Delta Zeta sororities, the
ambassadors; Student Occupational
Therapy Association and the Student
Nursing Association.
From the community, thanks to
McDonald's, Salenia Bowles, Scoltie
Bullens, Al Brashcar, Art and Cheryl
Latnos, Greg Brackney and the volunteers from the Richmond Armory,
HHC 206 Engineers Battalion and the
Madison County Rescue Squad.
I also must thank Maribel Torres,
Chuck Adams, Erv and Paula Vanover,
Marty Martin, Steve Parsons, Harry
Moberley, J.W. Collins, Rex Barker,
Lynn Whayne, Dan McGibney and
Michael Boisseau, among others.
These organizations and individuals gave hours of their time and/or
services to help those with mental
disabilities fulfill a partof their dreams.
Thank you so much!

622-1882 Jerry Pennington
622-1882
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622-1882 Dane" Jordan.
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622-1882 Bobbi Jo Shields

"Working at
Special Olympics."

"Homecoming
activities and the
Black Student
Union."

Emily Stacey, 21, business
management, Williamstown.

We pay

Thanks for picking up
Richmond and Madison County
owe a big "thank you" to Alpha Delta
Pi, Chi Omega and the Kappa Alpha
Order for the help they gave in picking
up roadsides Saturday, April 24.
The KA's especially worked —
getting up tires, appliances, car parts
and other items at Clay's Ferry on a
wet, cool morning and afternoon.
It is effort like this that proves
what good citizens EKU brings us
each year. Thanks to you all.
Sally Smathers,
Richmond

Textbooks...
Hardcovers...Paperbacks
with resale market value
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To place an ad:
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Angie Hatton

Keith Sears, 19, police administration, Manchester.

Marty Wagner,
Special Olympics

HOW TO REACH US
To report a news story or idea:
News
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"Intramurals, like
softball."

Jazzma Poole, 21, health car*
administration, Chicago.

Lanell Collier, 21, computer
Information systems, Cincinnati.
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

POLICE BEAT
Compiled by DeVone Holt
David K. Hicks. 24, Commonwealth
Hall, was arrested and charged with trafficking in marijuana within 1,000 feet of a
school.

The following reports have bee n filed
with the university's division of public
. safety:
Thefts, vandalism, arrests

April 22:
Joseph Talbott. 21. Todd Hall, reported someone had stolen three books
from his room.
John Stephenson. Palmer Hall, reported that the license plate on a vehicle
belonging to Richard Stephenson, S6,
Shore, was stolen while it was parked in
the Commonwealth Lot.
Barbara Justice. Campus Bookstore,
reported a bookbag belonging to Gregory
S. Horn, 24, Irvine, was stolen from the
bookstore's book drop area.
Melissa J. Davidson. 19. Case Hall,
was arrested and charged with trafficking
in LSD.
Steven T. Blackburn. 19.0'Donnell
Hall, was arrested and charged with trafficking in LSD.

AprU 14:
Danny Owens, 21, Keene Hall, reported that his vehicle had been scratched
while parked in the Keene Lot.
Susan Lundln, Powell Cafeteria, reported a coal belonging to Pamela J.
Wlllams. 18. Brockton, had been stolen
from the Powell Cafeteria.
Cathy Buchholz. 22. Berea, reported
that her backpack had been stolen from the
Begley Building.
April IS:
Bobble L. Neveh. 28. Whilley. reported that hex wallet had been stolen from
Crabbe Library.
April 16:
Sean P. Conner. 21. Martin Hall, reported that his window had been shattered
while driving through the Martin Hall Lot.
April 20:
Gina Smith, Brewer Building, reported that the back window of vehicle
belonging to Surbrenda Johnson. 22,
McGregor Hall, had been broken and the
trunk had been "keyed" while it was parked
in the Ellendale Lot.
Chris Milliard. 21. Richmond, reported his wallet stolen from a duffel bag
while in the Palmer Hall lobby.
Karl T. Smock. 22. Matlox Hall, reported that the front windshield of his
vehicle had been broken while it was parked
in the Alumni Coliseum Lot.
Steven W. Toby, 21. Somerset, reported that his bookbag had been stolen
from the university bookstore.
April 21:
Charles K. Kouser. 23. Richmond,
reported that his bookbag had been stolen
from the university bookstore.
Glyn S. Burdette. 19. ML Vemon.
reported that his bookbag had been stolen
from the university bookstore.
Julie S. Oglesby. 19. Clay Hall, reported that someone had stolen $100 from
her room.
Ricky A. Powell. 33. McKee, was
arrested and charged with trafficking in
marijuana, less than 8 ounces within 1.000
feel of a school.
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April 23:
Donald R. McClanc. 20. Commonwealth Hall, reported that someone had
stolen several pieces of auto stereo equipment from his room.
Same Vanarsdale. 22. Richmond,
reported that someone had stolen his
bookbag from the McGregor Hall Lobby.
Phil Hedges. Brewer Building, reported that a vehicle belonging to Jerry A.
Bibb. 19. Keene Hall, had been scratched
in several areas.
Lauren Cammack. 22, Cynlhiana.
reported that someone had stolen her bookbag from the book drop area of the university bookstore.
Anthony Martin, 27. Richmond, was
arrested and charged with an attempt to
traffic in marijuana and cocaine.
Eileen M. Sheehan. 24. Sullivan Hall,
was arrested and charged with trafficking
in marijuana.
Anthony Martin. 27, Richmond, was
arrested and charged with attempt to traffic
cocaine.
April 24:
Jim Head, Todd Hall, reported that a
window on the sixth floor of Todd Hall had
been broken.
Stephen Gibbons, Brewer Building,
reported that a parking meter pole had been
damaged on Clay Circle Drive.
Pkaz G. Tye. 28. Richmond, was
arrested and charged with trafficking in

Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words.

HELP WANTED.
AprU 25:
Stephen C. Ramsey. 24. Todd Hall,
reported someone had stolen his bicycle
from the front area of Todd Hall.
Court decisions
The following reports appearing in
"Police Beat" have been resolved in Madi son District Court. These follow-up reports represent only the judge's decision in
each case.
Stephen C. Dennbon. 19. Commonwealth Hall, pleaded guilty to a March 27
charge of alcohol intoxication and was
fined $71.50.
Nlkkl Cannon. 20. Walters Hall, had
March 4 charges of speeding, forged driv ers license and failure to give right of way
at intersection dismissed, but pleadedguilty
to driving while under the influence of
alcohol and was fined $411.50.
<ralK O. WllmhofT. 19. Danville,
pleaded guilty to a March 5 charge of
alcohol intoxication and was fined $71.50
Mark Isaacs. 27, Lancaster, pleaded
guilty to a March 26 charge of alcohol
intoxication and was fined $71.50.
M Icheal Dingle. 20. Cantonsv illc. had
a Feb. 12 charge of alcohol intoxication
dismissed.
Thomas Shumate. 22. Fort Wright,
had a Mar. 6 charge of disregarding a
traffic control device dismissed and had
charges of driving while under the influence amended down and was fined $307.50.
Chris Purvis. 22. Frankfort, pleaded
guilty to a March 7 charge of reckless
driving and had charges of driving with a
suspended license amended down and was
fined $97.50 and sentenced to stale traffic
school.
James F. Lear. 18, Crab Orchard,
pleaded guilty to a March 26 charge of
alcohol intoxication and was fined $71.50.
Marvin W. McCra ken Jr.. 25. Berea.
pleaded guilty to a March 26 charge of
carrying a concealed weapon and had
charges of speeding dismissed and was
fined $257.50.
Stephen C. Dennbon, 19, Commonwealth, pleaded guilty to a March 26 charge
of alcohol intoxication and was fined
$71.50.
Michael J. Satterley. 19. Richmond,
had an April 2 charge of alcohol intoxication dismissed.
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625-1524
(on the corner of First and Water)

WHISTLES
THE CLOWN,
HOT DOGS AND
COKES

c

RAND OPENING
MAY OTH

PRIZES GIVEN
AWAY

624-2828

SERVING
EKU
CAMPUS

<

vltiUOHh
£>e£ivesi>v>™ The'pyU&cX' r^ti'ia!

dAJOHfe
14" 2-topping
pizza

:

small 1-topping
pizza

$3. 99

+ tax

each additional topping .70

each additional topping .95

rt4PjJJ0Hhs

16" 1-topping
pizza

$6.

LOANS

JUNIORS, SENIORS, GRADUATE QUICK CASH LOANS on cars and
STUDENTS, TEACHERS, SPOUSES trucks. No job requirement-No credit
Income Opportunity, part-time and full- check-Students welcome. ABLE LOAN
time. Sales managers wanted to re- COMPANY 606-266-3773.
cruit sales force to sell within Kentucky
affordable financial products offer
iROOMATES WANTED
by highly reputable insurance com
nies. Products include life insurance, FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
annuities, disability coverage, and share expenses for a clean inexpenmutual funds. No prior experience re- sive two bedroom apartment near camquired. Training provided. Send re- pus for next fall. I will be finding the
sume or work history to AFS. Dept. apartment late July and provide most
151. 3101 Richmond Rd.. Suite 313. furniture. NO SMOKERS/DRINKERS.
Lexington, KY 40509.
Call Amy at 3932 (summer 513-4330517).
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards FEMALE GRAD PREFERRED, must
at this campus. Good income. For in- be nonsmoker, $175/month summer.
formation and application write to: $200/month fall, new house, master
COLLEGIATE MARKETING SER- bedroom with bath, washer/dryer, cenVICES, P.O. Box 1436. Mooresville, tral air. Call 623-2669 leave message.
NC28115.
GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF Assistant Camp Director, Business Manager, Health Supervisor, unit counselors and leaders, waterfront, rappelling,
horseback, nature, arts and crafts, canoeing and cooks needed for the summer at Girl Scout Camp Sycamore
Hills. Contact Charlotte Palmer,
Cumberland Valley G.S.C.. Box 40466,
Nashville. TN 37204 or 615-383-0490.

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train & Jump the same day for ONLY
$90! Lackey's Airport. US 25 South, 6
miles from By-Pass, turn right on
Menelaus Rd. Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. For
info call (606) 873-0311 or 986-8202
weekends.
Heading for EUROPE this summer 7
Jet there anytime for $169 from the
East Coast, $229 from the Midwest
(when available) with AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go and New York Times.)
AIRHITCH « 212-864-2000.
FOR SALE
MARY KAY PRODUCTS sold at The
Sun Shoppe by Whitney Jones. Call
623-8110 or 623-5451 for an order or
for free facial.

WIN A FREE T-SHIRT

NEEDED: ROOMMATE TO SHARE
nice home for the summer. Female
preferred. Private room, washer and
dryer. Call 624-0542 for information.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT One attractively furnished
room in private home. Phone, utilities.
cable/HBO included. Close to EKU.
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL DAYCARE Call 624-1478 after 5:00 p.m.
CENTER is in need of two assistant
teachers to work with our summer
school age program. Hours are 8:00- SERVICES
4:30 or 9:00-5:30, Monday - Friday,
Summer only. Interested persons
TYPING, Resumes, Term Papers,
should apply in the personnel dept.
Newsletters. WordPerfect 5.1 Word
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Processing (606)744-7376.
fisheries. Earn $600+/week in canneries or $4,000+/morvth on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room & Board!
Male or Female. For employment program call 1 -206-545-4155 ext. A5534.

MISCELLANEOUS

WORD PROCESSING - Fast, accurate, APA, MLA. Two blocks from campus. Papers, reports, theses. Same
day possible. 623-3002 Marcia.

$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble products at home. Easy I No selling. You're PERSONALS
paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREE
Information 24-Hour Hotline. 801 -3792900.
Copyright « KY019350 t)iWF21 seeks same for fun and good
times. Photo and phone appreciated/
GUARANTEED £400 - Two student not necessary. Discretion assured/
clubs needed forfall project. Yourgroup expected. Box 21, 908 East Main St.,
GUARANTEED at least $400. Must Suite 2. Richmond. KY 40475.
call BEFORE END OF TERM! 1 -800932-0528, Ext. 99.

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the corner of
Island Main:
WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE
DOG BURIED IN THE RAVINE?
Last week's answer Sling

,—|

_—.

Be sure to check
THE
PROGRESS
classifieds for
great
opportunities.

Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall
Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental
24-hour turnaround Mon. - Fri.
Store hours Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. & Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

RECYCLED PAPER
stocked in all self serve copiers
FACSIMILE SERVICES, LAMINATION/TRANSPARENCIES

6<t COPIES
COLOR COPIES (40% reduction in price)
-photos
-graphs
Phone: 1-606-624-0237
Fax : 1-606-623-9588

Old donors. Bring in new
donors and get $10

for each.
2 large 1-topping
pizzas

$10.

98

+ tax

00
+ tax

each addtional topping .95

each additional topping 1.25

\

I

If you have donated before we'll give you an extra
$10 for every new donor you bring in.

Sera-Tec
Biologicals
Former!) Campus Plasma Center

624-9814
2«>2 South Second St.
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End of year brings increase
of book thefts on campus
By DeVone Holt

ing his unfortunate experience in the
campus bookstore April 22.
"I walked into the bookstore
During the past week, seven inci- Thursday afternoon and put my books
dents of stolen bookings were reported in the book drop. I went into the store
to the university's public safety de- for about 10 or IS minutes and upon
partment. The sudden increase in sto- leaving the store, my book bag was
len bookings is a direct result of the gone," Horn said.
the book buy-back period at area bookErman Wirtz, textbook manager
stores, as the bags are stolen for their of the bookstore, said incidents like
contents — textbooks which the stores Horn's are expected because "it's just
will buy back.
that time of year."
Roger Meed, director of the uniMeed said students don't have to
versity bookstore, said, "It's not out of fall victim to the book thieves, but
the ordinary that we have four to five they don't take necessary precautions
books stolen a week for the two-week to prevent it
buy-back session."
"There are lockers up there free of
Although the bookstore has grown charge and if students would use them,
accustomed to reports of stolen it would prevent a lot of this. But they
bookings, Gregory Horn, a 24 year- just will not use them," Meed said.
old commuter, was very new to the
He said when students report their
tradition.
bookings stolen, a common reply to
"It was the first time I've ever had "where were your books when they
anything stolen," Horn said, explain- were stolen?" is "It was leaning up
Asst. news editor

against the lockers."
Meed said the bookstore has taken
extra precautions to prevent the book
thefts during this time of the year. He
said the textbook section of the store is
roped off, extra security patrols the
store and the surveillance cameras are
monitored more often.
>yynn Walker, assistant director
of public safety, said students should
take extra precautions to prevent book
thefts. He said although students may
find the lockers in the bookstore an
inconvenience, they should use them.
"If you think about it, it's not as
big of an inconvenience as having
your books stolen," he said.
He said if the lockers are full,
students should leave their bags with
a friend or keep a close eye on it.
Walker advises commuters to
leave their bags in their cars or pack
their bags light if they plan to make a
trip to the bookstore.

Committee recommends 6
for business dean opening
By Mark White
News editor

Six candidates are currently being
considered by President Funderburk
to fill the position of the dean of the
College of Business.
Charles Falk, the former dean,
stepped down last August to take a
position with a school in Chicago.
Those recommended by the search
committee include Rita Davis, acting
dean of the College of Business and
chair of administrative communication and services; Jessica Frazier, chair
of accounting; Charles Hilton, chair of

business administration; Jim Kams,
professor of economics; Carol Jordan, assistant professor of insurance;
and Alfred Patrick, professor of communication information systems and
former chair of administrative communication and services.
Another candidate, Frank
O'Connor, withdrew his name from
consideration for the position.
"He just fell it was the thing for
him to do," Russ Enzie, associate vice
president, said. O'Connor and
Hilton were both recommended by
the search committee last fall. The
committee had originally considered

four applicants but submitted only
Hilton and O'Connor's names to the
president. The search was reinstated
as Funderburk felt more recommendations needed to be made, according
to members of the search committee.
Jordan and Patrick were rejected
in the fall, but are being reconsidered.
"Thecommittee I believejustchose
the ones they felt were acceptable and
to give those they felt were acceptable
the opportunity to be considered,"
Enzie said of the decisions.
Funderburk said he hopes to have
a decision made by the end of the
semester.

INDICTMENTS: 9 arrested for drugs on campus
Continued from front page
24, Commonwealth Hall, and Eileen
M. Sheehan, 24, were also arrested
and charged with trafficking marijuana within 1,000 yards of a school.
Students Steven T.Blackburn, 19,
O'Donncll Hall, and Melissa Jean
Davidson, 19, Case Hall, were arrested and charged with trafficking in

LSD. A former student, Kenneth Dale
Phillips, 23, was arrested and charged
with two counts of trafficking in cocaine, according to an indictment
In addition, two Richmond residents, Anthony Martin and Pleaz G.
Tye, were also arrested and charged
with attempting to traffic cocaine in
connection with the investigation by

the Richmond Police Department.
Walker said one other indictment
was issued, but he would not reveal
the name or the charges because the
individual had not been arrested yet
Walker said other state and federal agencies were involved but would
not comment further as the investigation is still ongoing.

CLAWING FOR SUCCESS

Progress photo by JAY ANGEL

The new Red Lobster restaurant, located off the By-Pass in front of the Richmond Mall,
began accepting applications Monday to prepare for Its opening date slated for May 10.

MERGERS: Class offerings not affected
Continued from front page

thought to those who won't major in
it" MacLaren said. "In any other arrangement, we would not have the
teachers devoted to general education."
Robinette said the proposal regarding humanities and foreign languages is proceeding, despite misgivings within each department.
"Certainly any time you talk about
the realignment of departments, you
have some apprehensions," Robinette
said. "I've had discussions with foreign languages and also humanities,
and we've taken their reservations into
account and we're reporting them back
to the president."
However, Batch said the proposal
for natural science could change course
offerings sometime in the future.
"If the proposal is approved, each
of those courses will be evaluated by
a college faculty committee," Batch
said. "We could go in to the committee with a BIO and an NAT course and
come out with a BIO or an NAT or
something completely different"
While the content of general education courses could change. Batch
"Those of us in this department said the college will still offer the
are committed to conveying scientific same approximate number of courses.

proposal has already been sent to President Funderburk once for review.
"We reported the proposal to the
president," Robinetie said. "The president told us to come back to the departments and hear their recommendations and criticisms and then go
back to him."
The bottom line is the students
will benefit," Batch said. "We could
come out of this with new courses and
new lab experiments, so it will benefit
the students."
However, department of natural
science chair Bruce MacLaren said he
can't see how the elimination of his
department would improve the college overall.
"There is the possibility that monies would be saved," MacLaren said,
"but I'm not persuaded the quality of
general education courses would remain the same."
MacLaren said the restructuring
would hurt general education because
there would be no department devoted
to instructing nonscience majors in
natural sciences.

REWARD YOURSELF!
Graduates Get $500 Off From GM!
If ifs less than six months till you graduate or if you've
graduated within the last twelve months, you may qualify
for our special GM Graduate Program...

"I've got to offer courses for the
same number of students," Batch said.
"The courses themselves could
change, but the numbers will be the
same."
Once the proposal was approved,
faculty from the current department of
natural science would be absorbed
into other departments in the college.
Batch said."They will be reassigned
based on their discipline and the best
fit with the new department,"
MacLaren said that would be one
of the few improvements he could see
as a result of the proposal.
"All those departments (biology,
chemistry and physics) would benefit
because they would gain some excellent professors," MacLaren said.
MacLaren, who has been chair of
natural science for 14 years, said he
wasn't told of the plan to dissolve his
department until Jan. 1 and didn't see
the actual proposal regarding his department until April 1.
"What we've been trying to do is
just understand why the proposal was
made," MacLaren said.
"All departments have lifetimes,"
MacLaren said. "It could be that this
department's lifetime has been spent."

tSUBWrW"
Fresh Food for a Healthy Appetite

•$500 off any new car or truck "Easy financing
•No payment for 90 days
• Special Interest Rates

TAKE A TEST DRIVEI GET A FREE GIFT FROM GMI
Your choice of a leather portfolio, electronic data bank
or compact disc. Contact the dealer for more information.

Unlike at other fast food chains, at Subway, every sub is custom made with the
choice of vegetables you want, nothing more, nothing less. All this on fresh bread,
baked several times a day in our store and 5 oz. or 4 oz. of quality meats per sub
(except pizza sub).

coupon coupon coupon

500 off any sub
GMAC

HNANClAl smvicTs

CHEVY • OLDS • GEO

US 25 North • Berea • 986-3169

Limit one per customer.
Good tl this location only.
Offer expires 5-13-93

.SUBWAY"*
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.. Sunday 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

539 LEIGHWAY DRIVE • EASTERN BY-PASS, OPPOSITE DENNY'S

Derby Day Jam j
_X,y

Open 10 a.m.
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XXX on the Beach $1
Water Street • 624-8044

Come see CONSPIRACY
tonigfit (4/29/93)
So Cover till 7 p.m.
>

So long from THE EASTERN PROGRESS/
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NEWS BRIEFS
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■ Terroristic threatening ■ Graduation scheduled
for this Saturday
charges dismissed

Beginning today at 9 p.m., all residence halls will begin 24-hour quiet
hours so thai studying will be less
distracting.
May 8 will mark the end of the
Charges of terroristic threatening
—By Jason Owens
against a university student have been college careers for 1,302 students when
they
take
part
in
the
university's
86th
dismissed on the condition that he
■ Technology In law encomplete 75 hours of community ser- spring commencement ceremony.
The graduation will take place at forcement program topic
vice as part of a plea bargain agree1:30 p.m. at Hanger Field.
ment made April 14.
Of those graduating, there arc 1,009
The future of law enforcement and
The charge stemmed from a March
how
it relates to technology was the
bachelor's
degree
candidates,
143
as4 incident in which, according to police reports, Michael Godesa, 19, of sociate candidates, 143 master's can- topic of a program presented April 21
Commonwealth Hall, left several didates and seven specialist candidates. in the Stratton Building.
More than 2,100 students are exThe speakers for the presentation
messages on the alleged victim's anwere
Peter Manning of Michigan Stale
pected
to
participate
in
the
ceremony,
swering machine which contained
"very abusive language and made sev- including the 810 students who com- University and Gary Marx of the Unipleted degree requirements in Decem- versity of Colorado.
eral threats'' toward the victim.
Manning's talk centered on the
The alleged victim in the case said ber as there was no formal ceremony.
man-onthe- street image of today' s law
she wasn't surprised at the plea bar—By Stephanie Rullman enforcement and the lack of technolgain agreement.
ogy to improve this type of enforce"I agreed on that with my lawyer.
I talked it over with him on what ■ Finals bring 24-hour ment.
Marx said he believes that techshould be done," the alleged victim quiet hours in dorms
nology has little to do with real law
said. "I told him I wanted community
enforcement but that it does affect
service (for Godesa)."
Students needing a quiet place to crime prevention.
She also told her attorney she
Security systems that use motion
wanted Godesa to serve no less than study for finals will have to stay in
detectors, for instance, arc great to
their rooms or go to the library.
SO hours.
Due to a lack of interest by last keep intruders out, Marx said; but when
In addition to the service, Godesa
was ordered to pay court costs in the semester's students, the Cram-c-rama, a house may be on fire and a stranger
usually sponsored by the Student As- runs in to help, the stranger could end
amount of $57.50.
sociation in the Fountain Food Court, up dying from the security system.
will not be held for finals this semes—By Alisa Goodwill
—By Mark White ter.
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ThcGibson Bay public golf course
in Richmond opens today.
The course is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
and on weekends and holidays from
7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
One fairly unique feature of the
golf course is a secured liquor license
that will allow it to serve beer.
Weekday green fees are $6 for
nine holes and $ 10 for 18 holes through
most of the day. Lower rates are available before 10:30a.m. and after 6 p.m.
Weekend and holiday green fees
are $14 until 6 p.m.
—By Doug Rapp

Timothy Zahn's last science fiction. $21.95

Sweet Liar
Compelling mystery and love story by famous romance
author, Jude Deveraux. $5.99

Dark and Bloody Ground
Darly O'Brien
True story of lust, greed and killing from Florida to the
mountains of Eastern Kentucky. $20

Life's Little Instruction Book
Volume II
Newest release by H. Jackson Brown, Jr. Suggestions and
observations on how to live a happy and regarding life.
Perfect graduation gift. $5.95

The Talismans of Shannara
Terry Brooks
Science Fiction. Book four of the Heritage of Shannara.
$20

-COUPON SPECIAL-

Today's Eastern Progress is the
final issue of the semester.
The summer issue is planned for
Tuesday, July 6.
Regular publication will resume
this fall with the first issue scheduled
for August 26.

FREE

—By Brett Dunlap

Must present coupon when ordering
Coupon expires 5-30-93

242 South Second
(606) 624-3895

Open
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 12-9 p.m. Closed Sun.

Do You Want To
Sell Your Books?
•a

(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)

Fast Service - No Long Lines!
Fast Friendly Buyers!
No Red Tape - No Hassles!
Convenient Hours - Book Buy Is Open
till 7 p.m.
(X) Who Buys All Books with Resale
Value + Notes + Guides + Text?
(X) Who Appreciates Your Business with
ALL EKU - Greek Merchandise 1/2
price during Finals Week?

ADDUP

All Around the Town
Fictional thriller by Mary Higgins Clark. $6.50

THE U.B.S. ADVANTAGE

Where There's Smoke
j| Sandra Brown's newest romance novel. $19.95

Bridges of Madison County
Robert Waller's fictional best seller set in rural Iowa.
$14.95

T-Factor Gram Counter
Dr. Katahn

An illustrated guide to the most prescribed drugs in the
U.S. and information on drug interactions and side
effects. $6.99

Little Professor Book Center
Richmond Mall
MM

"V

.. and it doesn't matter where you bought them,

CASH

The Pill Book
H. Silverman & Simon

H

$$$ INSTANT CASH $$$
At U.B.S. - STUDENTS Are The WINNERS And We APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

Lose weight; lower cholesterol without cutting or
counting calories. $2.99

'l

J,

DAILY SPECIALS starting at $2.99

WelI,...Check Both Stores For.

11-year-old boy witnesses the bizarre suicide of a New
Orleans attorney who tells him a deadly secret that brings
danger and changes his life forever. $23.50

Star Wars: Last Command

Call us for your towing and road service
needs-24 hours a day.

Buy Any Whole Order and
Get Any 1/2 Order

STRAIGHT
TALK

The Client - John Grisham

623-0604
We accept student checks! Credit cards welcome.
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, BP, BPSohio, BP Boron, BP Gulf.

■ Progress publishes
last issue of semester

0

Little Professor's
Best Selling Titles

480 Eastern By-Pass

■ Golf course opens today with liquor license

We Buy Books
All day!
Everyday!
BUY BACK HOURS:
Monday- Friday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

JBR1NG YOUR BOOKS TO:|
UnlTcraltj Book * •apply

Tl-

W&
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Sports coeditor
Chryssa
Zizos quickly
became a pro
at rappelllng
with the help
of instructors.
Here she
demonstrates
the side
rappel.

Bl
Amy Etmans
Accent editor

Progress photos
by BOBBI JO
SHIELDS

Accent editor Amy Etmans rappels down the
ROTC Tower In the Intramural Fields.

Rappelling is a sport of trust
By Amy Etmans and Chryssa
Zizos

Inside
■ Mardi Gras at
Dupree. See
PREVIEW, B2.
■ Summer
movies will
sizzle with
excitement. See
ARTS, B3.
■ Student
works on set of
"The Crow"
where Brandon
Lee was killed.
See PEOPLE,
B4.
■ Watch out
Riddick Bowe,
Jamie Hail
wants your
title.See
ACTIVITIES, B5.
■ Markus
Thomas, Jaree
Goodin named
Athletes of the
Year. See
SPORTS, B6.
Did you know?
■ Today William
Randolph Hearst
was bom in 1863
Hearst, an
American
newspaper editor
and publisher,
died in 1951.
Next issue
■ Summer

Standing on the edge of security
and thinking "Am I crazy for
stepping off a perfectly good
platform?"
You lean back, shifting all your
weight onto the trusting rope. Slowly
you descend the wall as you kick outward releasing the rope that supports
your stance.
With your left hand you grasp the
rope, clinching onto it for security.
Somehow you think it is going to keep
you from falling, but you realize to
rappel the best, you must use this hand
as a guide only.
Standing in a bowed position, your
right hand extends out and releases the
rope to enable you to drop the ground.
We felt like two rookies when we
wen t to the ROTC Rappelling Tower at
the Intramural Fields to join the cadets
and commanders in a military exercise.
After being briefed by Capt Carino it
| all seemed apparently easy until moments later when we
climbed the stairs, beginning our adventure.
"Chryssa
On
Rappel," said Chryssa
Zizos, signaling to the
man below that she was
ready to climb down.
"Nelson On Be.lay," Cadet April

Nelson said to Zizos signaling to her that
si ic was ready to support her descent.
Zizos gave her partner, Amy
Etmans, thumbs up and down she went
with a nervous look in her eye.
Cadet ChipPerry demonstrated the
techniques necessary for a successful
drop.
There was nothing from keeping
you from falling to your death but a
Swiss Seat rope that secured your body
to the rappelling rope. You want to trust
the rope, you want to trust your strength
and the man on deck below must also
be trusted. If you slip and are unable to
stop from falling, the man below can
stop you.
You realize what little strength you
truly have. But the constant encouragement from the instructors successfully
guides you to complete the assignment
"You can do it," Staff Sgt. Register
said, coaching us down.
Free falling from 34 feet, seemed
like 200 in the air. You were in control
of your movements in what you thought
would bean ou-of-conool situation. Kicking off the lower while compensating for
the next thrust in the wind, was the best
moment of our experience.
The military science department
offers courses for freshman and sophomores which delve into military maneuvers. These free elective beginninglevel classes incur no military obligation but does insure learning adventurous skills.

Capt. Carino
helps Zizos
take the first
step off the
rappel tower.
Some claim
this is the
hardest pan
of the task.

Writer dives for ultimate bungee challenge
By Chanin Miller
Contributing writer
HYDE PARK, CINCINNATI—
You could sec ilfromamilcaway. The ami reached into the clouds
like a skyscraper. As we got closer, the monstrous arm seemed
to grow.
The first victim hopped into the cage, and a man pulled a rope across
the entrance.
"Noway! That guy is an idiot!" I said.
The dive came on cue without a moment's hesitation. The only thing
to break his fall was black asphalt
The man dangled wildly from the rubber band,
and the cage began to lower. Man and machine had
tangled with death one more time and had won.
Jay.a friend of mine, motioned for me to come
toward him. "Here you go," he said, as he handed
me a stack of papers.
"What's this?" I asked "A How-To Book?"
"No, it's a release form," he said.
The release form was the size of a condensed
version of "An American Tragedy" and about as
difficult to read but I still initialized each page.
Then I got to the page which read.. ."I, your
signature, will not hold the company responsible
for injury or DEATH." The last word of that
sentence screamed off the final page of the form
"They really do expect me to sign my life
away." I said.
After I signed the last page on the form, Jay
immediately snatched up the form and my $45.1
remember thinking, "I'm an idiot I'm paying
money to flirt with death."
Having my fair share of second thoughts, I
reluctantly walked toward the chair. I stepped into
the body harness and they pulled it up to my waist
Since I was jumping from my ankles, they put

Progress illustration by STEPHEN LANHAM

another harness around them to keep them from
separating on my way down.
"OK." one of the operators said "Let'sget you
in the cage."
I didn't understand how they thought I was
going to get into the cage, considering that my
ankles were fastened together with what felt like
layer upon layer ol duck-tape.
Before I could tell them I had changed my
mind, I was in the cage proceeding upward. The
man in the cage with me began giving me instructions, which seemed to go against everything I'd
been taught as a child.
"You'd better kx* down now," he said "Once
we get m uch higher, you won't want to look down."
One thing I hadn't noticed from the ground was
a small rectangular blue tarp placed below the cage
on the asphalt
Trying to make light of the situation, I looked
at the operator and said,' They put that tarp there to
make me think I was diving into a pool, not into
concrete."
The operator laughed and continued (ogive me
instructions. He said something about diving again
at zero gravity. Panicked, I asked him, "How will
I know when I've reached zero gravity?"
"Just relax," he said "You'll know."
I remember thinking: "Relax! 1 low can he tell
me to relax! I'm getting ready to fall 170 feet with
nothing but a mirage of water below mc! He is just
a bouncer for the bar and he's getting paid extra to
tell people lo relax!"
The countdown began and my adrenalin started
pumping.
"Do you think you could give mc a little push?"
I asked. "I don't think my legs understand exactly
what they're supposed to do."
'Two! One!..."
All of the sudden, my wobbling legs thrust mc

into a less than perfect dive. I felt my stomach drop
exit of my body and pass me on the way down.
Imagine trying to stay in a diving formation
when your voluntary, as well as your involuntary
muscle control is somewhere below hanging out
with your stomach.
My breathing had become almost unnatural;
actually ithadcometoacompietehalt I figured 1 'd
shut mycyes on the way down. Nosuch luck. The
forccof the fall kept my eyes wide open. It was like
someone had putsupcrglueonmycyclidsiomakc
sure I didn't miss anything.
From the ground the jumper appears to be
falling in slow motion. But that wasn't my viewpoint during my descent The terror of plunging to
the Ciinh invaded my mind. I couldn't remember
anything the operator had told mc.
I could only hope the crowd below would tell
mc what to do, like they had been telling the other
jumpers.
Suddenly a revelation came to mc. Fora brief
second I could feel myself coming to a gradual
slop. 'This Ls it," I thought "Zero gravity."
With that impressive deduction andasimultancous nxir from the crowd, I dove. I was ready for
it this time. My lifedidn't flash before my eyes like
it did the first lime.
That was it The ride was just about over. The
rubber band didn'tbreak and I was dangling upside
down in the air likcastring of just-cooked spaghetti.
The cage began to lower, and I started screaming, after I actually caught my breath, "Oh my
God! I did it'"
By the time I was in the ground operators'
reach, the blood that normally flowed through my
body had come loacomplcie standstill in my head
At that point it really didn't matter which part
of my anatomy touched the hot asphalt, as long as
something touched something solid.
The souvenir shin said it all too well, "Shut up
and Jump! 1-800-GO-BUNGI."
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FINAL EXAMS SCHEDULE

MARDI GRAS PARTY:
Dupree Hall is hosting a
party with a limbo contest,
pinata busting, mocktails,
door prizes and music in
the rec room. Free food
will be supplied by New
Orleans Cafe. Costume is
optional. The party is from
8 p.m. to midnight.

CLASS SCHEDULE
8 a.m., MWF
9:15 a.m., MWF
10:30 a.m., MWF
11:45 a.m., MWF
1 p.m., MWF
2:15 p.m., MWF
3:30 p.m., MWF
4:45 p.m., MWF
8 a.m., TRF
9:15 a.m., TRF
10:30 a.m., TRF
11:45 a.m., TRF
1 p.m., TRF
2:15 p.m., TRF
3:30 p.m., TRF
4:45 p.m., TRF

DANCE SHOWCASE:
Theatre dance students
will be presenting their
spring dance showcase. It
starts at 5:30 p. m. in Gifford
Theatre. Admission is free.

rM»I&i

EVENING CLASS

MUSIC: Cain's Rage,
along with special guest
Cross Eyed Mary, will be
playing through Saturday
at Phone 3 Lounge. Cover
charge is $2 and the Cain's
Rage cassette will be on
sale.

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday

Monday, May 3, 8-10 a.m.
Friday, May 7, 8-10 a.m.
Wednesday, May 5, 8-10 a.m.
Monday, May 3,11-1 p.m.
Friday, May 7, 11-1 p.m.
Wednesday, May 5,11-1 p.m.
Monday, May 3, 2-4 p.m.
Friday, May 7, 2-4 p.m.
Friday, April 30, 8-10 a.m.
Thursday, May 6, 8-10 a.m.
Tuesday, May 4, 8-10 a.m.

Friday, April 30,11-1 p.m.
Thursday, May 6,11-1 p.m.
Tuesday, May 4,11-1 p.m.
Friday, April 30, 2-4 p.m.
Thursday, May 6, 2-4 p.m.
EXAM
May 3
May 4
MayS
April 29
Mayl

FIRST MEETING
Jan. 11
Jan. 12
Jan. 13
Jan. 7
Jan. 9

Eastern By-Pass

623-7070

\ALL MOVIES $1
CALL FOR MOVIES * TIMES
.ft.

Richmond Mall Movies 8
Student/Faculty discount
*with valid 1993 EKU ID.
♦Present I.D. before buying ticket
*any time/any movie
TOWNE CINEMA
Main Si • t.23 uiJ2

A»Tta~

|

STARTS FRIDAYI
is limited to 20 people.

»?iiTI»?.
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DANCE COLONEL TRYOUTS: Tryoutsforthe Fall
93 team will be held in
Weaver Dance Studio at
10 a.m. May 1.

CHURCH: The Christian
Connection meets every
Thursday at 9 p.m. at First
Christian Church. Anyone
who needs a ride can meet
at the Daniel Boone Statue
at 8:50 p.m.

ffBHTO
Send your
announcements for
Preview to Jerry
Pennington or Angie
Hatton at 117 Donovan
Annex before 4:30
Monday

EXAM SCHEDULE

YOGA WORKSHOP:
Amanda McMaine Smith
will be teaching a yoga
workshop from 6 to 8 p.m.
in the Weaver Dance Studio. The cost is $14 for
nonstudents and $10 for
students.
Contact
Marianne McAdamat 1901
for reservations. The class

SUMMER CLASSES:
Please notethat repeating
a course at another institution is not considered to be
a repeat of that Eastern
course.
RECYCLE: Student direc-

MardiGras

*1

TONIGHT
8 p.m. to midnight
Dupree Hall Rec Room
Free admission, food and prizes
Costume optional

tories and phone books
may be dropped off in the
lobby of any residence hall
in the Progress recycling
bins or at the front desk.
ROTC: The military science department has
openings in the six-week
Camp Challenge program
at Fort Knox this summer.
Applicants do not need to
be enrolled in ROTC to
participate and Camp
Challenge incurs no military obligation. Call Captain Cowell at 1208 or stop
by Begley 510 for more
information.

Recordsmith Top 10
1. Porno for Pyros,
"Porno for Pyros"
2. Vlnce Nell, "Exposed"
3. Aerosmlth, "Get a
Grip"
4. Geto Boys, "till Death
Do Us Part"
5. Coverdale/ Page,
"Coverdale/ Page"
6. Primus, "Pork Soda"
7. Stranglmartln,
"Wiregrass"
8 Belly, "Star
9. McBride and the
Ride,
"Hurry Sundown"
10. Sugar, "Boaster

Nightly
7:00 & 9:30

Sunday
1,3:20,7 4 9:30

Sommersby
BUCCANEER
DRIVE-IN
NOW OPEN
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
THEY'RE BACK...

TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES 1rrn;
AND

MAri«KAl

L A MFMH . ■

LOADED
WEAPON I

fej3

PRAISE
THE
LORD

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
would like to thank all the advertisers
for their support this year.

April 30 & May 1
Only
$2

DEER RUN STABLES

AT

Scenic Trail Rides
♦Hayrides *01d Time
Log Cabin Overnight Camping
Open to the public

(606) 527-6339

M matrix

First Street»624-2556

BUYTHECAssmEOF^iN'se/K^ATTHESHowi

ESSENTIALS
■

SHARE AN AFTERNOON
WITH 100,000 OF YOOR
CLOSEST FRIENDS.

THE GIFT OF BEAUTY
RIGHT FOR EVERYONE
It is possible to find the perfect gift that fits ev cry occasion and
every person. A Gift Certificate from JCPcnne y offers bcauuful
choices. Cut, style, hair color, perm, facial, mi inicurc. Something
for everyone from our Martix Essentials full-s ervice salon.

Richmond Ma II
All students with a valid
E.K.U. ID receive 21)%off
services every Thu rsday.
Mon.-Fri. 9 to 8, Sat. 9 to 6, Su n. 12:30 to 5.

Be a part of the famous - or infamous Kentucky Derby Infield crowd Saturday, May
1st. Besides tffe Run for the Roses, you can
watch athletes from your school battling it out
in the Derby Classic Volleyball Tournament.
And if you buy your infield tickets now for
$15.00, you'll save $5 on the regular
admission price.
Grab your friends, find a car, and make a
road trip to Churchill Downs. Gates open at
8:00 a.m. EDT. Post Time is 11:30 a.m.

CHURCHILL DOWNS'
Tickets now available at: Eastern Kentucky University,
Intramural Office, 202 Begley Bldg.. 622-1244. 800-12:00.

100 - 4:30 M-F CASH OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.

Arts & Entertainment
The Eastern Progress

Thursday, April 29,1993

Jerry Pennington, editor

Summer holds
a variety of films

ONE LAST SHOW

By Jason Owens
Staff writer

Graduating seniors of Eastern's art department have their
work on display for one last exhibit In the Giles Gallery.
"Seated Figure with Square" (above) Is a charcoal and gesso
work by John Winkle. "Future's Past" Is a charcoal work by
James Fowler. The exhibit will run through May 8.

Progress photos by BOBBI JO SHIELDS

'The Dark Half lacks a good scare
By Chad Williamson
Staff writer

"The Dark Half," the latest movie
adaptation of a Stephen King novel,
deals with a pretty heady idea, the
duality of the human personality.
Now keep in mind that this is
Stephen King and not Sigmund Freud,
so don't stan thinking this is a deep,
psychological probing of the human
mind. This is still a horror movie.
"The Dark Hair does contain- a
razor-wielding maniac, several
swarms of sparrows (a la Hitchcock's
"The Birds"), shots of dark, empty
hallways, a creepy dream sequence
(complete with an ooze-dripping turkey and Elvis Presley's "Are You
Lonesome Tonight" in the background) and 11 dead bodies.
However, "The Dark Hair is short
of the one vital element to any good
horror movie— one decent scare in

the whole two
hours.
Themoviebegins as a young
Thad Beaumont
(Timothy Hulton)
begins to suffer
from excruciating
headaches and

■ REVIEW

"The Dark
Half" Is
playing at
Richmond
Mall Movies.

hears the constant sound of birds. Brain
surgery reveals a human eye in Thad's
brain, part of an unborn twin that Thad
absorbed while still a fetus.
Fast forward 23 years with Thad
Beaumont as a father, writer and English professor. As himself, Beaumont
writes literary novels that critics love
and no one buys. Under the pseudonym George Stark, he writes violent,
trashy, best-selling crime novels.
When someone finds out his secret, Beaumont decides to go public
with the knowledge. He even symbolically "buries" Stark for a maga-

zine photo, complete with tombstone.
The next morning, the grave where
Stark was "buried" has been dug up
from within.
Somewhere around here is where
things should start picking up pace,
but they never really do. The main
problem is wilh Hulton, who portrays
both Beaumont and Stark.
As Beaumont, Hulton is fine as an
ordinary man in an extraordinary situation (as only King could come up
with).
But it is in Hulton as Stark that the
movie loses what it needs most—
someone who can portray a sociopathic killer. Hulton, a fine actor in
movies, such as "Ordinary People"
and 'Taps," never has the psychotic
edge necessary to be Stark.
Otherwise, the movie plays fair to
its source material, slaying true to the
King novel. A few things are never
fully explained that were explained in
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the book, like Slark's southern accent
and the Julie Harris character
"Reggie," but these are mostly forgivable flaws. Give credit to George
Romero, though, for a screenplay that
remembers its roots.
But take one credit away for
Romero's direction. Romero ("Night
of the Living Dead," "Crecpshow") is
a one-trick pony.
This isn't an insult. What he docs,
he does well.
But Romero doesn' t have the measured pace and the psychological insight needed to translate a Stephen
King book onto the screen.
What he gives us instead are small
shocks and minor frights until the climax . There he does what he does best,
a beautifully orchestrated scene of gore
and blood.
It's a shame the 119 minutes beforehand doesn't live up to that last
scene.

The summer of 1989 may have
been the Year of the Bat, but expect
1993 to be the Year of the Dinosaur
for moviegoers.
This summer's most eagerly
awaited movie, "Jurassic Park," is
scheduled for release on June 11 .amid
the same amount of hype and merchandising as "Batman" a few years
ago.
The movie, directed by Steven
Spielberg and starring Jeff Goldblum,
Laura Dcrn and scads of special-effect dinosaurs, is based on Michael
Crichton's best-selling novel.
In this chilling story, scientists
discover a way to bring dinosaurs back
by using their DNA to grow several
species. The dinosaurs are used in a
theme park until an accident releases
them upon a public not used to protecting itself from the terrible lizards.
It is an action-packed jump into a
world where science has gone awry.
The movie promises to be deserving
of the hype.
There are several other movies of
note coming out this summer that will
please the palate of most cinema fanatics. Action, lust and an old favorite
all await the public's viewing.
On July 2, audiences can see another novel-turaed-movie starring
Tom Cruise and Gene Hackman. It is
John Grisham's "The Firm," about a
law firm that has shady ties to the
underworld.
"You wouldn't believe the trailer.
(The producers) are letting Tom
Cruise's name carry it until it opens,"

said Richmond Mall Movies manager
Dusty Ward.
"The Firm" is supposed to be this
summer's other big hit, besides "Jurassic Park."
A family favorite for decades is
being re-released on July 2. Almost
everyone has seen Walt Disney's
"Snow White" at least once, and now
a new generation can enjoy this classic. This is a great first-date movie.
Action movie fans will get a
double-barreled shot in the face when
two of the genre's most famous stars
explode into movie theaters in May
and June.
Sylvester Stallone will attempt to
slow his gradual decline since "Rocky
V" with his new movie "Cliffhanger,"
which opens on May 28.
Stallone plays the role of the leader
of a mountain rescue team that attempts to rescue the victims of an
alpine plane crash. The victims are
actually criminals, so when Stallone's
character leams that he has been set
up, the fireworks begin.
Arnold Schwarzenegger's newest
offering, "The Last Action Hero." is
due out on June 18 and seems to be a
parody of the genre. Viewers can
expect car chases and lots of high-tech
firepower in this one.
Rounding out the summer headliners arc Pauly Shore, who "wiezes"
his way into the title of the in-law from
Hell in "Son-In-Law" on July 2, and
Sharon Stone, who lends her steamy
talent (and other assets) to "Sliver."
Stone's "Basic Instinct" groupies will
not want to miss this one, due out on
May 21. It appears to be a promising
pick.

Show choir a success
at Renfro Valley gig
Progress staff report
The First Annual High School
Show Choir Spectacular, held at
Renfro Valley Saturday, proved to be
successful for both Eastern's music
department and Renfro Valley.
The event was sponsored by
Eastern's show choir and coordinated
by show choir director Rob Lawrence.
"I'm really amazed at how
smoothly it went at Renfro Valley
since it was the first year this type of

Anderson Hair
on Mane

show has ever been done," Lawrence
said.
The grand champions of the competition, Chesterton (Ind.) High
School, performed at Brock Auditorium Saturday night as special guests
of the university's show choir.
"The schools that navel the farthest tend to bring a lot of people with
them; parents, family and friends.
There was a nice size, enthusiastic
crowd, both at Renfro Valley and at
Brock, which I would estimate about
400 people," Lawrence said.

Tan at your convenience at our

24 Hour Tanning
Center

\\av

$2.49

623-2300

5 Visits $11.95
Checks * credit canto acMptad

Thrifty Dutchman

Corner of First
and Water

103 E Main

Exp. 5-14-93

Eastern By-Pass 623-8814

TASTE OF TEXAS
FULL SERVICE • CASUAL DINING
FRIDAY BBQ BUFFET
• PORK
-VEGETABLES
•BEEF
-BEANS
•CHICKEN -SALAD BAR
•RIBS
-DESSERTS
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT S7 25
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
FRIED CAT FISH DINNER
(INCLUDES WEDGES. fljo QJSLAW. HUSHPUPPIES) 90.7JZ)
EASTERN BY-PASS
2 BLOCKS EAST OF I 75
FOR TAKE OUT CALL 624-1340

APOLLO

623-0330

AMERICAN
CANCER
«SOCIETY*

1 800 ACS 2345

For Fast
FREE DELIVERY!

PizzA

$3.11

Steak Hoagies

$3.73

Salads
Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread

$2.12
$4.67
$1.42

Liter Drinks 90*
Frito-Lay Chips 71<
Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper, Diet Pepsi

200 S Second St Richmond. KY
Minimum Delivery $4.25

Beat Cancer with
Common Sense.
• Cut down on fats
• Eat more high-fiber foods
• Eat fruits and vegetables
rich in vitamins A and C
• Eat less salt-cured and
smoked foods
• Drink alcohol moderately

Call

Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub;
Ham Sub; Sausage Sub &
Meatball Sub, each only

Prices DO NOT Include Sales Tax

SPECIAL MEDIUM

BACON DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER PIZZA
623-0330
EXPIRES
5-30-93

PARTY PIZZA
Extra Large 20"

$590
623-0330
EXPIRES

(Green pepper & onion add 75 ea )
(Not valid with other offers)

With 2 toppings &
2 liters of Pepsi
1 Not v<ilid with other offers)

$1222

5-30-93
Present this coupon for a
SPECIAL

LARGE 14" PIZZA
with 2 TOPPINGS
623-0330
EXPIRES
5-30-93

& 1 LITER PEPSI
(Not valid with other offers)

$6»4

PIZZA SUB
SPECIAL
623-0330
EXPIRES
5-30-93

Pizza Sub, Garlic Bread.
& Liter Soft Drink
(Not valid with other offers)

$467
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The Crow

Student works on set, still wants to act
By Beckie Roaden
Staff writer

Eastern sophomore Louis Police recently spent four
days on the scene of the Brandon Lcc movie, "The Crow,"
getting a head start on his Film career.
Police, an aspiring producer/director, had a small feature part and two extra parts in the recent Lee movie. He had
worked on the set of other productions, he said, but this was
his first real part in a movie.
"It was a lot different acting in a real movie,'' he said. "It
really lakes away from the fantasy of movies.*'
The experience really became reality when Lee, while
on the set of "The Crow," was shot with a prop gun and later
died.
Ironically, the movie is about a rock musician who
comes back from the dead to revenge his and his fiancee's
murder, with Lcc playing the part of the rock musician.
The movie was originally set to open August 20, Police
said. Even though Lcc was shot during the last week of
filming, he said, the producers plan on finishing the movie
using his extra.
Police said that the movie may open a little later than
originally planned because of Lee's death, but he doesn't
know when.
"Paramount doesn't want it to look like they're capitalizing on Lee's death," Police said. "It shouldn't take too
long than originally scheduled to finish the movie though."
Police's agency, Fincannon and Associates, called him
up and asked him to do the part.
He stresses that his parts were not major, and he doesn't
know what to expect from the finished product.
"I'm not sure how much of my parts will be edited out,"
Police said. "I don't know how the final cuts will come out
yet."
Police, a business major, is not looking to become a
professional actor.
"I hope to work behind the scenes as a producer and/or
director," Police said. "That's why I'm a business major and
not a theater major."
Police, originally from North Carolina, has grown up

Drop in sometime!
Wednesday Nights, 8:30 p.m.
Conference Rm. E
PoweH Building
For More Information

phone: 624-0241

RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST
713 West Main St.
623-8535
Van leaves the Daniel
Buone statue IS mm.
before each service
Sponsors of the Colonels
for Christ
2nd & 4th Thursdays. 8:30 p.m.
Powell Building. Room D

Send your
announcements for
PEOPLE to Amy
Etmans or Angie
Hatton at 117 Donovan
Annex before 4:30
Monday

la i

Associate education professor Dr. Samuel Hilton, has been
selected to participate in a seminar on "History and Culture of
Brazil." Hilton, who works in the department of administration,
counseling and educational studies, is one of 16 American educators chosen to study in Brazil June 14 to July 27.
Deborah Boggs Ratterman, a junior health information
management major from Corbin, has received the Smart Corporation Medical Endowed Scholarship.

Wednesday
Bible study - 7 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR NIGHT LIFE.
Progress photo by JAY ANGEL
Louis Police worked on the set of "The Crow"
with Brandon Loo, until Lee's accidental death.

around people in the entertainment industry.
One of his uncles was in the movie "Hof fa," he said, and
one of his aunts owns a television company in New York.
Police is in a fraternity and enjoys sports but spends
most of his energy on getting his career going.
"Right now, movies and school arc my life," Police said. "I"
don't really have much time for any other activities."

Too many accidents are caused by car drivers who didn't see the motorcyclists.
That's why reflective vests, bright clothing, and reflectorized tape are so
important. They help you be seen. And standing out on a dark, crowded
road can keep your evening from being ruined. WTMCltU UTETT FMMMTMM

BRIEFS
President
Funderburk
and Maj. Gen.
Wallace C
Arnold talk at
the retirement
ceremony of
Col. John
Parrish April
23.

Sunday
Bible Study - 10 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship - 6 p.i

BOOK SHED

Last year, Ratterman was named the Outstanding Student
in Medical Technology.

University Shopping Center
Richmond, Ky.
Telephone (606)624-1576

James Patton, a junior political science major, Adam
Hall, a junior philosophy major, and Sharon Washbum, a
junior environmental health major, have been selected to
participate in the 1994 Kentucky Legislative Internship Program in Frankfort
The trio will work full time for the 1994 General Assembly,
receiving a monthly stipend from the Commonwealth and 15
hours of academic credit in political science.

NEW & USED BOOKS
10% Off all NEW BOOKS all the time.

10% OFF COUPON

Tim Sendelbach, Dave Andes, Troy Webster, Shane
Ray and Chris Knoll won first place in Team Rescue ami
Team Basic Life Support Competitions at the 11 th Annual
Campbcllsvillc/Taylor County Rescue Com petition last Saturday. For the two wins, they brought home $2,500 and two
trophies.
Tonv Cooper and Su/iinne llt-nsk-y won an individual
comr
"ampbcllsvillc/ruylor County Competition.

NOWWLLEGE
GRADUMB
CANGETANEW
lOTMIUSTBY
KNOfc
THEIR ABC's.

Get an additional 10 % off
all new books with this coupon
One coupon per customer. BxpirM May il, IMS.
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FROM
THE REAL CHICKEN RESTAURANT
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See your local Toyota Dealer

s

With 4 Biscuits and Choice of 2 Sides —
Lg. Mashed Potatoes w/Gravy or Lg. Cole Slaw
nt
Limit 4
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A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Toyota models under $12,000).
B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan. C Make a deal on your favorite
Toyota and then drive it home with no down payment. «/ ^ what you do for me "
Seems easy doesn't it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer
^^ Z^_
today for the details. Then get the Toyota you've earned.
vft? TOYOTA

MX

8 pc. Chicken Meal

5 pc. Chicken

Introducing the Class of93 Retail Financing Program.
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Warm meals provided
by warm-hearted students Student aims for boxing fame

champion in the junior welterweight
division.
"He (Hail) just didn't know how
to relax to take care of the guy," Igo
Jamie Hail joined Eastern's box- said.
Since the club's season began
ing club this semester not knowing his
first bout would be against the two- in February, they only had a few
lime junior welterweight champion in weeks to train for the regional tourthe Midwestern Regional Champion- nament.
"The training was so elevated
ship in Lexington.
Hail, 21, a psychology major from that it was hard for a beginner to
Rich land, Va., lost the match, but did come in and feel like he had a
chance," Igo said.
well considering his experience.
Hail said next year is a whole
"I knocked him down the first 10
seconds," Hail said. "1 couldn't deal different year, and they will have
the proper time to prepare for bouts.
with him after that."
"Give us a year, and we'll be in
The regional championship was
host to seven schools in the Midwest- the hunt for some of those championships," Igo said.
em district, including Eastern.
"Because of our coach and of
The boxing club, started in February, is associated with the National our facilities I think we can be one
Collegiate Boxing Association and is of the best boxing clubs in the naopen to full-time students enrolled at tion," Roitman said.
Igo said the best advantage stuthe university.
Joel Roitman, faculty adviser,and dents gain from boxing is that it
Richard Snarr, faculty coach, con- keeps them off the streets and
tacted Emmitt Igo to be the assistant leaches them discipline.
"It's a good avenue for kids to
coach and trainer for the club.
Igo is a voluntary coach for the vent frustrations," Igo said.
Igosaid he requires all students
club and has been teaching boxing in
in boxing training to maintain a
Richmond for 19 years.
Igo said 12 students initially joined respectable GPA and to keep out of
the club but not all could handle the trouble.
"If I find out the students are
intense training, and the club dropped
causing trouble downtown they
to about four or five.
"Jamie was the only one to sur- don't box for me," Igo said.
Igo said he teaches boxing as a
vive the type of training that I reform of art
quire," Igo said.
"I teach the art as sweet sciIgo said if Hail would have had
the appropriate time to train for the ence," Igo said.
"Emmitt has a world of talent,"
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS regional championship he would have
Snarr said. "Of course, a lot of it is
fought much better.
raw talent."
"He was so green," Igo said.
Jamie Hall, a beginning boxer, fought the two-time national
Those interested in joining the boxcollegiate boxing champion In his first fight. Although he lost
Arturo Alvardo, Hail's opponent,
ing
club
can call Roitman at 1372.
the match, he knocked his opponent down In the first round. is the two-time national collegiate
By Kerri Leininger
Staff writ«r

By Chad Williamson
Staff writer
"We're here with your lunch!"
That is a welcome sound for people
in the Richmond area who might otherwise have been forgotten. They arc the
people who receive hot lunches from
Home Meals Delivery (HMD).
HMD, a volunteer program, has
been delivering since 1980, Monday
through Friday, every dayexcept Christmas, from 11:30 a.m. to noon.
Four student organizations and 14
off-campus groups volunteer their time
to deliver the meals. The campus groups
are Kappa Delta Tau sorority, Sigma
Chi fraternity, the Catholic Newman
Center and Scabbard and Blade Military Honor Department.
"Without our volunteer groups we'd
be unable to have a program," Diane
Ackerman, manager for HMD, said.
The meals are prepared at the Baptist Student Center, which provides
HMD with a rent-free facility.
The cost of the meals arc based on
a sliding scale, based on how much
each person can afford to pay. However, S2.25 is the most that is paid.
Though most of the meals arc delivered to senior citizens, the program
is for anyone with a need. As Ackerman
said, the program is to help those who
otherwise would have "fallen through
the cracks."
Vclma Land, a 95-ycar-old resident of Willis Manor, where many of
the meals arc delivered, enjoys the dayto-day contact with people. "Everyone
who brings my lunch is wonderful,"
she said. "I've never gave them a complaint yet."
More than the food is appreciated
by those who get the lunches. Often the

■

*

Velma Land is a 95-year-old
recipient of Meals on Wheels.
simple daily contact is most important
to some. "Sometimes the least thing is
most appreciated," said Edwina White,
a resident of Willis Manor who also
receives the meals.
More than those who receive the meals
get some thing positive from the prog rani.
Martha Bailey, the cook for HMD, had
just lost her job in a factory due to a hand
injury, when a friend in HMD told her the
program needed a cook.
"I just prayed to Jesus that he would
give me something to do where I
wouldn't have to work a lot of hours a
week," she said. She is now the only
paid person in HMD.
The volunteers enjoy meeting
people that they might not have had an
opportunity to meet otherwise.
"It gives us a chance to be one-onone with other people," said Cmdr.
April Nelson of Scabbard and Blade.
"It's a really interesting way to do a
service."
For many of those involved, more
is delivered each day than simply food.
"It gives as a chance to sec our differences arc man-made," Ackerman said.
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WHITE HALL RENTAL
119 N EsMAva
Richmond, KY
(606)624-8123

Hwy 21 Weet
Boroa. Ky
(606)986-2166

110 E. Canter St

Corbm.Ky
(606)523-9661
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I With rice, beans, lettuce, sour cream and guacamole. I
_
Must Present Coupon to Redeem. Expires 5/30/93.
g

Rent our carousel projector
to show your favorite slides.

Monday Happy Hour 2 for 1 Margarita Special 3 to 5 p.m.

Need It?. .Rent

263 East Main Street
624-5054

THE PROGRESS would like to apologize
to anyone who was inconvenienced by the
incorrect phone number in last week's
Total Body Tanning Salon ad.
The correct number is 624-9351.
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Maria Brown
April Kendrick
Elizabeth Taylor
Heather Mercer
Sabrina West
Gina Ciabarella
Leah Kell

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

VIVARIN ""■
(or last pick up-safe as coffee

Revive with VIVARIN."
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Lady Colonel named
Athlete Woman of 1993

Darrell
Jordan

A look ahead
and a glance
backatEKU
changes
Well, the end of another school
year is here and with it, several
events stand out as highlights in
the university's athletic community.
The year has brought many
changes, yet a lot of things have
stayed the same.
Men's basketball saw a new
Tacc in the position of head coach
as Mike Calhoun was promoted
after Mike Polio left for the
University of Louisville.
During his first year, Calhoun
made an impressive showing as
the Colonels tied for second in ihc
conference, but lost in the first
round of the OVC tournament.
The football team, as in years
before, had another successful
season. The team ended the year at
9-3, losing in Ihc first round of the
NCAA I-AA playoffs to eventual
champions Marshall.
Even with all its continuing
success, the football team will sec
some changes next year.
During spring practice this
year, the Colonels changed their
defensive alignment to a 4-3,
hoping to improve their pass
defense.
One coach said that the new
alignment fits the personnel better
than the old alignment.
Another change for the
football team is in its schedule for
the next year. The team will play
in-state rival. Western Kentucky
University on a Thrusday night
instead of on a Saturday.
The athletic department
thought that they could draw more
student interest to the game by
holding it during the middle of the
week instead of on a weekend.
The biggest change for the
year was the report from the Office
of Civil Rights.
The OCR report mandated
that the university add another
women's sport to eliminate sexual
inequalities within the program.
The university's decision to
add women's golf is to be approved by the Board of Regents
May 22.
The university had the right
idea when it decided on golf, as a
golf course is readily accessible
and a coach willing to lead both
teams is already aboard.
The board was originally to
meet April 26 but postponed the
date, leaving little time for the new
coach to organize a team, enter the
team into tournament play and
schedule practices.
The university also needs to
look into the factor of money, as it
has already said that only two or
three scholarships will be offered
— but will that be enough to make
the team competitive or to raise
enough interest to bring in talent
for the team?
One of the biggest changes for
the year was the first season of the
women's Softball team.
The team had a disappointing
season this year, but what could be
expected from their first year on
the field, give them a couplcof
years to get things straightened
out.
Another highlight for the
university's women's sports
program was winning the OVC
All-Sport award for the second
consecutive time.
The award is based on a point
system which credits teams for
conference placements.
Of the 13 years that the OVC
has presented this award, the
women Colonels have now won it
five times.
The men's award won't be
awarded for another couple of
weeks because baseball is still
being played. The men at Eastern
captured the award last year as
well.
Over the last year, the university has gone through some
changes to improve its athletic
program as a whole.
I guess we will have to wait
another year to sec how they turn

out
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Senior Markus
Thomas adds
to his
outstanding
rushing rcords
against
Southeast

Missouri Stats
University.

Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Markus Thomas named
Athlete Man of the Year
■ Colonel leads all
1-AA rushers
By Stephanie Rullman
Staff writer
Nice guys don't always finish last —
Markus Thomas is proof of that.
Thomas has been named Eastern's Male
Athlete of the Year, an award voted on by
head coaches, athletic directors, sports information staff and Progress sports editors.
The senior tailback capped a brilliant
four-year career at Eastern by becoming
the NCAA Division I-AA all-time leading
rusher after a Morchead State game this
past season.
Thomas finished with 5.552 yards and
52 rushing touchdowns.
Although he was not selected during
the eight-round NFL draft S unday and Monday, Thomas said the Seattle Seahawks,
Philadelphia Eagles, New England Patriots and Los Angeles Rams all contacted
him about signing as a free agent.
"If he gets with the right team, he'll
make it. He's too great a person and his
work habits are too great for him not to
make it," said head coach Roy Kidd.
Awards were abundant this year for
Thomas.
He was named first-team Ail-American by the Associated Press, Kodak, Football News-Gazette and the Walter Camp
Football Foundation.
He made claim to second-team Snorts
Network AH-American, first-team all-Ohio

Valley Conference, OVC Offensive Player
of the Year, Eastern's Most Valuable Player
and served as team captain.
He also received the Wom Cleat A ward
for Excellence given by former Eastern
football players.
"I just try to take it all in stride," Thomas said.
There was a lot of pressure on me
before I broke the rushing record. Everyone kept asking if I'd gotten it yet or how
close I was.
"It was kind of like draft day, with
people calling and asking if I'd gotten
picked yet. I just wanted to get it over with
and get on with football. I was really happy
once I broke the record because it was
another goal I was able to accomplish."
Kidd said Thomas served as a leader
and role model for the younger players on
the team.
"Markus' leadership came from his
work habits more than vocally," Kidd said.
"Markus did the little things: he worked
hard in the off-season to get himself prepared physically, he always came in in
good shape and worked extra hard in practice. That's why he's as good as he is and
why he's been so successful."
Kidd said he never had lo talk to Thomas about missing classes or academic
problems and that Thomas has never been
late or missed a practice.
"He was just a joy to coach," Kidd said.
"Coach Kidd taught me the importance
of the little things that help an athlete get
SEE THOMAS . PAGE B7

By Brett Dunlap
Staff writer
For Jaree Goodin, basketball will always
be an important part of her life, and recent
events have only reinforced that.
Last week, Goodin was voted 1992-93
Eastern Progress Female Athlete of the Year.
Goodin is a forward on the Lady Colonels
basketball team and has set an outstanding
record in rebounds. She is the second all-time
leading scorer with 1,679 points and was ranked
20th among the all-time OVC leading scorers.
Goodin tried out for the basketball team in
sixth grade, beginning her career in athletics.
"I went home and told Mom and Dad I
made it," she said.
"They were always supportive and they
came to all my ballgamcs in high school and
college, and that really helped a lot," Goodin
said.
In addition to her parents' support, the
concept of lime management and learning to
balance athletics and school were big factors
in her athletic success.
"My first year was pretty hard," she said.
"I had a hard time learning how to balance my
time.
". . . it was hard coming to college and
having all these classes to go to, all the homework to do and playing basketball on top of
that."
But college life and basketball were not
the only demands in Goodin's life. She made
a decision which added to the pressure... she
got married.
It was hard at first, she said, to adjust to
married life while attending college, but her
husband, Tony Wiseman, and his family have
been very supportive.
"If I'd go to practice and have a frustrating
day or if I had an exceptional day, he was
always there for me to come home to and talk
lo," Goodin said.
"I'm very proud of everything Jarcc has
accomplished," said Wiseman. "I love to go
and watch her play basketball."
Goodin said her best memory of playing
was when she broke the scoring record during
her freshman year.
"It just opened my eyes lo everything I
could do. It was really exciting, my first real
college achievement," she said.
Larry Inman, coach of Ihc women's basketball team, said "Goodin is a great player, a
good person all-around and wcll-rcspccicd by
everyone on the team."
Goodin has broken records in career re-

Baseball team closing in on OVC bid
By Darrell L. Jordan
Sports co-editor
The men's baseball team heads into the
final two weeks of play in fifth place, onehalf game out of fourth place. The top four
teams in the conference will play in the
conference tournament.
The tournament will be held May 1315 and will be hosted by the team that ends
the regular season in first place.
Middle Tennessee is currently in first
place with a conference record of 12-3.
Tennessee Tech is in second place, two
games behind Middle at 10-5.
Eastern has a conference record of 8-6
and an 11-22 record overall, and has six
games remaining in the conference.
Of those six games, three arc at home
against fourth place Morchead on May 8-9.
The Colonels will be looking to Jason
Stein to lead them into the tournament.
Stein iscurrcnily the conference's leading batter with a .398 batting average.
Stein was also named OVC player of
the week last week by batting .563 and 916.
Stein also hit two triples, one double
and stole two bases last week.
Stein's triples move him into a tic for
second place behind three other players.
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS
Mike Minacci will also be called upon
to help the Colonels.
Colonel baserunner Matt Maynard slides Into second base trying to break up
Minacci is in fifth place in the conferthe double play against U-T Martin on Sunday. The Colonels won two of
ence in RBI's, and tied for seventh in home
three games against the Pacers over the weekend.
runs with six.
The Colonels wi II now travel to Murray on
The Colonels won two of four games Kentucky and lost 3-2.
Eastern played on the road at Xavicr on May I and 2 to play the first three remaining
over the week. Eastern won two of three
against U-T Martin at home and then trav- Wednesday, but results were unavailable at OVC games. The only other game that the
Colonels will play Louisville next at home.
eled to Lex ington to take on the Batcats of deadline.

Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS
Senior Jaree Goodin pulls down one
of her school record rebounds earlier
this year.
bounds (914) and points scored in a single
game (38, during her freshman year against
Marshal I). Thi s year, she broke her own record,
scoring 41 points against UT-Martin.
"When we recruited her, we told her we
felt she could break records if she came lo
Eastern, and she did," Inman said.
She said her worst memory is the team's
loss to Tennessee Tech in the final minute of
a game last season.
'To this day it still amazes me how a learn
can come back in ihc last minute of the game
and score 12 points lo win," Goodin said.
"That was a major letdown. It hurt more losing
last year than this year because we were ahead
with one minute to go and it was so close we
could taste it, taste the victory, and then in the
end we just lose it."
Goodin will be graduating in December.
She is a business education major and will do
her student teaching in the fall.
She hopes to be a business teacher at a
Corbin or Estill County high school and would
like to help coach the school's basketball
team.

Sports
Briefs

■ Golf

Eastern was without the use of the
defending OVC individual champion
senior R.C. Chase and academic redshirt
Bill Carboy to defend the OVC Championship which started Monday in Nashville, Tenn.
Through 36 holes of the 54-hole
event, the Colonels were third with a
score of 618, five strokes behind Austin Pcay and 12 strokes behind first
place Morchead.
Sophomore Rolf Remus led the
Colonels after the second round with a
score of 151, putting him in sixth place
individually.
The Colonel golf team finished 17th
of 20 teams with a score of 638 in the
Kepler Invitational at Ohio State University last weekend.
-By Lanny Brannock

■ Volleyball
The Colonel volleyball team won
its last three spring matches at home
last weekend. The Colonels dominated
Thomas More, taking all three games
of Ihc match. Tennessee Tech took only
one game from the Colonels, and Northem Kentucky University fell in three
straight games, including a 15-3 thrashing.
-By Lanny lirannock

Colonel netters fall short in OVC tournament
By Lanny Brannock
Asst. Sports editor
The Lady Colonel tennis team ended its
season last weekend, finishing fourth in the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships at
Tennessee State University.
"Overall the team played the best tennis
that I have seen them play all spring," coach
Sandra Martin said.
The Lady Colonels finished with 36points,
four points behind Austin Peay.
Ann Carlson gave an impressive performance at the tournament, beating the No. 1
seed in the tournament and finishing runner-

up in the first seed singles, losing to Yael
Soresman of Middle Tennessee 6-2,6-2.
"I have to give a lot of credit to Ann
Carlson who beat the unbeaten No. 1 seed, and
she played very gutsy tennis and very smart
tennis," Martin said.
Kim Wcis was also runner-up in the second seed singles as she lost to Austin Pcay's
Martine Edwards 6-2,7-5. Carlson and Weis
combined lo claim third place in the No. lseed
doubles competition.
"You always want to do as best you
can," Martin said of the tournament performance.
"You assume that when you get beat by

three of the teams (in the conference) that
you're in fourth place. But we were within
four points of third, and that was an improvement"
The men's tennis learn didn't fare quite as
well as the women did, finishing in seventh
place by beating Morchead State for the nextto-Iast spot in the conference.
The Colonels fell to OVC champion
Middle Tennessee in the first round of play 50, with the only three-set match loser being
sixth seed Tim Pleasant, who lost to John
Trondson 7-6 (7-5). 6-3.
That loss sent the Colonels into the loser's
bracket where they battled Tennessee-Martin

to a 5-2 Colonel loss.
Fifth seed Derek Schaefcr and sixth seed
Pleasant were the only victors for the Colonels.
Eastern went on to dominate Morchead 52 in the consolation round.
Second seed Chris Pan defeated John
Gould 6-3, 7-5 and Chad Dyer beat Mark
Hamilton 5-7.6-2,6-4.
Derek Schaefer continued his winning
ways with a powerful performance over Jason
Otto 6-0.6-1.
Dyerand Jeff Hechemy won their doubles
match against Terence Bryan and Otto 6-0,63.
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Softball ends season at 11 -23
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Sports co-editor
The university softhall team finished in a disappointing sixth place
last weekend as they hosted the first
Ohio Valley Conference Fastpitch
Softball Championship in the state of
Kentucky.
Seven teams in the OVC participated in the double-elimination tournament held at Hood Field.
Last weekend, the team was defeated by both Tennessee Tech and
Middle Tennessee State University.
The Colonels did however claim one
victory against No. 3 seed Austin Peay.
Eastern 1, Austin Peay 0
The Colonels started the tournament off well by defeating the Governors early on.
Freshman pitcher Katie Collins
threw an eight-inning game for the
Colonels, allowing only four hits and
no runs. "It was a battle as to who
could score first," head coach Jane
Worthington said.
The Colonels were tied with no
runs in the bottom of the seventh inning as the game was extended to an
extra inning to break the tic.

LL

You can't expect
to win a ballgame
with the way we
were hitting.
W
-Jane Worthington

As a tournament rule, the player
who scores the last out is placed at
second base. As a result, the Colonels
winning run was scored by pinch runner Missy Carl.
Catcher Angic You was replaced
by Carl at second and hit to third by
Whitney Hcincs. Aundrca Banks got
abasehit to score thegame'sonly run.
Eastern 1, Tennessee Tech 2
The Colonels' first defeat of the
tournament was captured by the
Golden Eagles.
"We just needed to hit the ball
better than we did," Worthington said.
"You can't expect to win a ballgame
with the way we were hitting."
Collins pitched for the Colonels,
allowing two runsoff five hits. Collins

did however help her own cause by
scoring the Colonels' only run in the
sixth inning.Collins was9-11 overall.
Eastern 2, Middle Tennessee 6
The OVC championship tournament was quickly concluded as the
Colonels took their second and final
defeat against the Blue Raiders.
Freshman Vickie Thompson (213) allowed six runs off eleven hits
and gave up two doubles.
The Colonels finished the season
with an upsetting record of 11-23.
"I was hoping to have a better
season than wedid," Worthington said.
Next season, Worthington said,
the team hopes to return with less
injured players and more recruits to
add to their skill diversity.

Congratuations
Brian and Robin
on the birth of
your baby boy!
Cameron Masby
was born Monday
and weighed
7 lbs.

Dairy
Queen

i
i

ONLY 990

|

WITH COUPON
Not good with «ny other discount

Big Hill Avenue Richmond, KY 40475
* U S »ll OH Am 0 Q C«p Coeyotf" 1991 Am 0 0 Corp MpH MM hmtM nUS»

JACK'S **^
CLEANERS
J
"Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices''
TAILOR ON PREMISES
at
2 in ST. GliORGIi STREET
AIJO visil
205 Wuer Sueel
Downtown
Ridiinood

624-4268
DRIVE-THRU

623-6244

Alterations and Repairs

THOMAS: Football player looks foward to NFL
Continued from B6
better," Thomas said.
"He knew I'd always do the regular workouts but because he stressed
the little things, I would do an extra set
of weights, run on my own or study
film on my own."
Thomas said his most memorable
games were against Marshall in 1989
when he rushed for 300 yards and the
Morehead game when he broke the
rushing record.
He said he modeled his style of
play after Gale Saycrs, Jim Brown,
OJ. Simpson and Walter Payton —
the great runningbacks of their time,
whom he's studied on film.
Markus has been involved with 40
Colonel wins in the last four years.
"Very few uni vcrsitics in the country have done that, and Markus contributed greatly to that success," Kidd
said.
"As muchas he did, the records
that he set, the touchdowns that he
scored — he always gave credit to his
teammates."
"Hopefully people will remember
me as the best because 1 was able to do

something no one else has done on the
football field," Thomas said.
Off the field, he said he hopes to be
remembered as a "down-to-earth guy
who tries to help other people out
when I can."
Thomas said he's learned a lot and
grown up a lot since he arrived here
four years ago from Princeton High
School in Cincinnati.
"I had a lot of fun and got a good
education," the industrial technology
major said.
"And that's what it's all about," he
said.
"Eastern is very fortunate to be
able to get a kid of his caliber, not only
as an athlete, but as a student and as a
person," Kidd said.
"He's very deserving of all the
awards and honors he's received."
Outside of football, Thomas is a
member of the track team and Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity and enjoys working on computers.
Thomas said he appreciates being
named the Male Athlete of the Year at
Eastern.
"It means that I've accomplished
what I sctout to do, and that's lobe the
best I can be."

We Treat You
Right!

"Ask About
Student Discounts"
Just Ofl Campus

NAME Rolf Remus
■
SPORT Golf
HOMETOWN Miami, Fla.
YEAR IN SCHOOL Sophomore
MAJOR Undeclared
ACCOMPLISHMENTS Leading Colonels in OVC
tournament after 2 rounds, with a score of 151;
ranked sixth individual

Sponsored by Dr. Marion Roberts - Optometrist
2051/2 Gen Lane Richmond 623-6643
All types of Contact Lenses In Stock:
•Disposable 'Extended Wear 'Colored Soft Contact Lenses

Progress photo
by BOBBI JO SHIELDS

Thank You
Beta Theta Pi
for the 1993 roadblock fundraiser.

Jessamine County
American Cancer Society

624-8600

^

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
STUDY BREAK SPECIALS
r....................1

18 "MONSTER
MASH
2 Toppings

Total Body
Tanning
Salon

is moving

$9.95

Grand Opening Sunday May 2

Plus Tax
L....................J

Stop by our new location
in the University Shopping Center
and register for great prizes
to be given away!

r....................1

New stand-up Hex booth and new line of clothing!
We will be open Sunday at noon

624-9351

TWO 14" LARGE
2 Toppings
4 Drinks

$11.98
Plus Tax

14" LARGE
2 Toppings
2 Drinks

$6.98

Plus Tax
L....................JJ
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Preseason scrimmage results in team success
By Chad Williamson
Staff writer

An estimated 2(X) fans braved gusting winds Saturday to watch the annual Maroon and White football scrimmage gome and to sec what lies ahead
this fall for the Colonel team.
What they saw in the 34-22 win by
the White team was a belter passing
game for the Colonels and a need to
tighten the defense, according to coach
Roy Kidd.
For the victors, Greg Couch was
the leading passer, throwing 7 for 17
for a total 148 yards.
Sean Ganley also shared in the
passing, going 4 for S for 112 yards.
Dialleo Burks led in receiving for 3
receptions, 106 yards and one touchdown.
Ron Jones led passing for the maroon learn, going 10 for 22 and throwing 238 yards.
Kenny McCollum was successful
in four receptions, running for 13S

yards total and scoring two of the four
touchdowns for the While.
Kidd said he approved of what he
saw of his team Saturday.
"Wc just played our base defense,
and I'd have been disappointed if our
offense hadn't put some points on the
board."
Kidd sees the offensive passing
game, a highly criticized point of last
season's team, as something vital to
this year's team and its success.
"One thing we tried to improve on
was our passing game, and it's obvious tonight that we still have improvements (to make)," Kidd said.
Kidd is quick to point out that the
team's strong points are instrumental
this season.
"Where we have experience is
wide receivers and running backs," he
said. "Where wc really have to work is
in our offensive line.
"And we still have a lot of holes to
fill," he said in acknowledging the
loss of 16 seniors from last season.

"We're still pretty young, both offense and defense. We still have some
work to do."
Chad Brat/kc, a reluming defensive linesman, feels that the scrimmage was a good opportunity for the
public to sec what the Colonels have
to offer this year.
"It was just a fun game," he said.
"Wc didn't do a lot with defense, we
didn't blitz. People came and wanted
to sec points up on the board."
Bratzke also said that he feels the
defense is stronger now.
"The new defense suits the personnel. But we were having fun, and
that's what's important."
Joseph Ison, defensive coordinator for the scrimmage, agrees that the
defense is stronger, but said that much
of what this fall's defense may rely on
is four junior college students who are
transferring in the fall.
"They are the key to our defense,"
Ison said.
"We need them to push some of
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Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 13

Western Ky.
Austin Peay
Youngstown St.
Tenn. Tech
U-T Martin
Middle Tenn.
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FREE
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and u single M <>/. Soft Drink
our back line players into starting positions."
Changing defensive style after so
many years of the same technique has
also had a dramatic effect on the team,
Ison said.
"I think the defensive change has
rejuvenated our guys," he said. But he
admits that the change will prove a
difficult one.
"This new defense is like leaving
a girlfriend: it makes you leery of if
you did the right thing," Ison said.
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Congratulations
Spring '93 Graduates

Corner of Second and Water

For You We are extending our delivery hour:
All Day and All Night this Saturday and Sunda
April 29 thru May 7
Delivery Hours
Monday thru Saturday
10:30 - 1 a.m.
Sunday
11 a.m. -11 p.m.

PERM SPECIAL
$5 off a perm
with coupon

624-9241

453 Shoppers Village
(next to Supsr 1 Foods)

SA/RA APPRECIATION DAY
The Professional Student Life Staff would like to thank all
staff and resident assistants for their dedication, hard work
and enthusiasm. We appreciate all you've done this year.
Donna Brown- 8A
Jennifer Bogie
Belmarle Collins
Kill Huddleston
Jennifer Taphorn
Sherrm Tyler
Jennifer Wilson

Ever Get A Pol Smashed?

Mae Martin-SA
Amy Patrick- SA
Kerl Darif
Bridgett Everett
Becky Fields
Joyce Gatton
Kirsten Hultgren
Jenny Mayfield
Kendra Newcomb
Christie Royalty
Cassia Turner
Kelly Vance
Kim Winkle
Clay Hall
Erica Calbert- SA
Debbie Adams
Lydia Hacker
JiU Hatton
Dana Hensel
Lesley Ison
Karla Malone
Margaret Matney
Tracy Warren
Combs Hall
Jennifer Burton- SA
Angle Glover
Gwen Hamilton
Rebecca Hltt
Anjana Pradham
Karen Sowders

^mmftn^Tiilth Hill

Dwayne Humphrey- SA
Solomon Bogale
Mike Boisseau
Mark Campbell
Don Clay
Troy Coon
Shane Coyle
Michael Crum
Randy DeJarnette
Matt Figger
Matt Gallaher
Tony Oarrett
Joe Huggins
Rob Jenkins
MarkMcCane

Puprftfi Hill

Tiffany Stith- SA
Marsha Black
Nichole Curie
Kimberly Barney
Jenny Mikesell
Tricia Patterson
Lisa Sweet
Nicole Wiley

Emm Hill

Qucntln Martin- SA
Rob Rodgers- SA
Michael Bates
Kevin Gray
Keith Grayson
Jason Harp
Mike Johnson
Skeeter McLaren
Tim Menoher
John Newlin
Jeff Pappas
Ramon Ponder
Jeremy Simpson
Vince Welch

Mirtln Hill

Nalo McWUliams- SA
David Bryant
Amy Hayhurst
Mike Herring
Tori McDonald
Brian Philpot
Shelly Thomason
Gilbert White
Van Williams

Mlttoi Hull

Sam Beason
Larry Bryant
Justin Lynott
Paul Russell
Anson Washington

McGregor Hall
Andrea Nygren- SA
Donna Hill
Surbrenda Johnson
Paula Koch
Andrea Langenbruch
Marianne Lanham
Dana Singleton
Vanessa Vice
Tyra Warner

OPonncll Hill
Kelly Fiechter- SA
Clark Bradshaw
Kenton Buckner
Rick Kuertz
Brendan O'Keefe
Greg Rogers
Palmer Hall
Kevin Miniard- SA
Harry Allen
Larry Calbert
Marcus Hamilton
Jeff Hodges
J.P. LaVertu
Tom Mohr

Sullivan Hall
Vivian Reed- SA
Jacqueline Erhart
Sandra Kenoyer
Christy Msssman
Deana Masters
Kim Shelton
Tee Smith
Telford Hall
Chrissy Duncan- SA
Judy Tober- SA
Wendy Atwood
Debbie Edds
Sarah Green
Rebecca Jones
Laura Latimer
Colette Medlin
Stephanie Miles
Tasha Whitted
Todd Hall
Kevin Grant- SA
Bob Bacon
Aaron Hamilton
Steve Hughes
Brian Lee
David Lockhart
Phillip Macklin
Fred Sisemore
Brett Zalla
Walters Hill
Rhonda Haley- SA
Danielle Barnes
Mary Ann Begley
Kim Calvin
Jana Lovell
Christy McCane
Jennifer Pope

Please show your appreciation to your SA/RA today.
FRIENDS DON'T If! FRIFNDS DRIVE DRUNK
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Success is not measured by heights attained,
but bv obstacles overcome
—Author unknown
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Editor faces the real world,
says goodbye to college

Inside Graduation Magazine
ON THE COVER:
Stacy Pearson and Kevin
Dorsey will graduate from
Eastern in May.
Pearson, 24, wants to
work in Kentucky as a
physical education
teacher.
Dorsey, 22, is going to
Indiana University for the
Medical Science Program.

COVER PHOTO BY
JAY ANGEL
Pam Francis, right, advises
Kathleen Hymer, in peer
counseling. See page 5.
Graduation activities: What to do and where to go

3
4

Listing of outstanding graduates
Counselors from Student Services help
students stay in school,finish college.
Nancy Noble overcomes tragedy to graduate in May.

5
6-7

Destination Graduation encourages high school
students to finish school and go on to college

8

CD&P and Co-op office encourage students to
do internships.
Florida pastor and Eastern alumna Betsy
Jones-Stieir receives outstanding citizen
award from her community.

10

What should you do after graduation? Take
a vacation?

11

Editors:
Amy Etmans Jo« Castla Angle Hatlon Jerry Pennington
The GRAD TAB is a special section of The Eastern Progress

ITRY

*

TO.TLE
RESTAURANT

^HOMEMADE BREAKFAST
Including Biscuits &
Gravy * Country Ham

What happened to the last
four years?
It seems like only weeks ago,
1 was a freshman wandering lost
around the campus.
Now, here I am, only two
classes short of graduating this
summer.
This summer I will be getting
married, and it is time to look for
a permanent job.
I feel like I am about to jump
head first into life.
Although I look forward to it
all, there is still a part of me that
doesn't want to grow up.
The thought of just finding
my niche in society and quietly
sealing into it for the rest of my
life scares the hell out of me.
It all sounds so boring, like
being the slave to some corporation, but what can you do about
it? You have to make a living
somehow.
I am used to the randomness
of college life.
I liked not knowing exactly
what I was going to do the next
day.
By no means am I saying that
life is over after college, it will
just lake a little adjusting.
What scares me about it is the
fact that I'm not sure what I am
going to do right now.
Man has always feared the
unknown, and I don't know what
kind of job I'm going to get, or

Jerry
Pennington

In My
Opinion
what I am going to do if I don't
find one soon.
I don't want to ramble on
talking about my college experiences and risk sounding like some
cheesy episode of "Class of 96."
Instead, I want to talk about some
of the things I've learned in
college.
The First major thing I've
noticed is that the grading scale
works in reverse. In no way does
a grade measure how much you
have learned in a class.
Throughout my four years,
I've never made anything below a
"C in a class. (At least I hope it
stay s that way.)
All of the classes that I've
made a "C in, I have had to work
for it, and I usually learned more.
Most of the classes that I
received an "A" in were easy
subjects that I already knew a lot
about, and didn't learn anything.
Another thing that I learned is
that anyone can spend the night
with their girlfriend in Martin
Hall without being caught.
All they have to do is be quiet
so the little old lady who walks

the halls listening at the doors
doesn't hear you.
I learned that if you leave
your cur parked illegally for five
minutes it will get ticketed, but
thieves seem to have all the time
in the world to break into cars.
Most of all, I learned that four
years of college goes by really
fast, and you should enjoy it
while you can.
I am definitely going to miss
my college days, but then the
other part of me is glad to be out.
Pan of me can't wait to get a
permanent job and sum making
some decent money (I hope).
I know journalism isn't
exactly the most high-paying
career, but it is something I want
to do.
I would rather spend the rest
of my life making less money at
doing something I enjoy rather
than making more money doing
something that I hate.
Most people measure success
and greatness by the amount of
money you make, but they are
wrong.
Greatness is achieved by
finding what you like to do and
doing the best you can at it, and
many a great man has died in
poverty.
Pennington is a senior
journalism major and Arts and
Entertainment editor at the
Progress.

RICHMOND'S ONLY INDEPENDENT AUTO PARTS STORE

HOMEMADEH
COUNTRY f.
COOKING
LUNCH BUFFET
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Including 3 Meats ,
& Fresh Vegetables U
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1424 East Main St. Richmond, KY 40475
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DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
A SERVICE CENTER
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Richmond
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Lube, Oil & Filter
$
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12

G.M. Starters
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Monday-Friday 6AM to 8 PM
Saturday 6 AM to 3 PM
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HOMEMADE DESSERTS
Free Delivery with any $5 order
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FRONT DISC BRAKES
Install nsw pads, resurface rotors, repack
wheat bearing*, Inatal naw grease seals, add
needed fluid, Impact system and road taat
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.
•/«
semi-metallic pads
C M AOQ
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ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP with SUN Diagnostic Computer
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Rowlett to speak at commencement
Progress staff report

GRADUATION ACTIVITIES

Eastern will hold its 86th
spring commencement ceremony
Saturday, May 8, in which over
2,100 students are expected to
participate.
The university will recognize
810 students who completed
degree requirements in December
and 1,302 spring semester degree
candidates.
The commencement speaker
will be John Rowlett, Eastern vice
president for academic affairs and
research and dean of the faculties.
Rowlett will retire June 30 after
42 years at the university.
Rowlett came to the university in 19S1 as an instructor of
industrial technology. He served
as director of research from 196365, dean of the school of technology from 1965-66 and the
College of Applied Arts and
Technology from 1966-69.
During Rowlett's career.
Eastern grew from 1,200 to nearly
17,000 students, and the number
of faculty increased from 89 to
over 600.
IThe traditional commence
mem program will be held
at 1:30 p.m. at Hanger
Field. Since there is no formal
commencement in December, all
December graduates are invited
back to participate in the spring.
In case of bad weather, the
commencement ceremony will be
moved to Alumni Coliseum.
Receptions for Eastern's nine
academic colleges will be held
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. at the
following locations:
2 The College of Allied
Health and Nursing will
meet in Brock Auditorium
in the Coatcs Administration
Building.
3 The College of Applied
Arts and Technology will
meet in the Perkins

Key to the
Main Campus
Progress graphic by JERRY PENNINGTON

Building.
The College of Arts and
Humanities will meet in the
Campbell Building.
The College of Business
will meet in Alumni
Coliseum.
The College of Education
will meet in the lobby of the
Powell Building.

7 The College of Health,
Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletics
will meet in the dance studio in
the Weaver Health Building.
8 The College of Law
Enforcement will meet in
Posey Auditorium in the
Stratton Building.

9 The College of Natural and
Mathematical Sciences will
meet in Walnut Hall in the
Keen Johnson Building.
The College of Social and
Behavorial Sciences will meet in
the Grand Ballroom of the Keen
Johnson Building.
PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES
Everyone takes snapshots
during grduation, and something

about the campus in the background is a must. Several places
on campus offer excellent places
for photo opportunities.
The Ravine in the center of
campus and the Daniel Boonc
statue in front of the Keen
Johnson Building both make
excellent places.
The Atlas statue in front of
the Powell Building and the statue
in front of the Stratton Building
are also excellent locations.

Congratulations Graduates
Travel on Third

i

'* *% L-JF
Congratulations
f V.' * ^»-^
Seniors
\ ,-,__ \i f ±
I kPlan Your Summer i
*
k^T Trip NOW
/
^X^/i\^'--Js,l Travel on Third
104 South Third St.
624-8785
^

.j£t*-'--ii=i-£i-

0

from the

OK Cab Company
And thanks to all our customers!

624-0492
OPEN 24 HOURS
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Senior Awards
Coaaga of MM Hear* and Nuraing
Department of a asocial* degree nuraing:
Clinical Excellence- Polly Sue
Brandenburg
Academic Excelence- LyrJa Rhonda
Joaeph
Deparlmenl of Baccalaureate Nuraing:
Highest Academic AchievementBrooke D Boyer and Lynda O. Fritz
CSnical Excelence award- Donna Arvin.
Brooke D Boyer. Bobbi J. Bryant and
Sherry L Lakes
Department of medical aervica* technology:
Outstanding Medcal Assisting Student
Angela M Gooch
Highest GPA- Sharla Dawes
Department ol medical record science:
Outstanding Student in Medcal Record
Admmisfrabon Debra L. Martin
Outstanding Student in Medcal Record
Technology- Deborah Boggs Rattorman
Department of occupational therapy:
Outstanding Student Award. December- Teresa Lynn Skinner. May- Amy Steak)
Bluegrass Occupational Therapy Services Award lor Outstanding Clinical Performance- Sharon Kay Fugale
Restorative Services Award for Outstanding Clinical Performance- Jerri Ann
Johnson
Department of medical technology:
Outstanding Student Award: MLT Program- Sandra Marie Dallon. MT ProgramCatoerine Louise Grene
Department of environmental health science:
Outstanding Student Award Rhctt J.
Griffith
Highest GPA-Teresa A Stanley
College ol Applied Arts and Technology
Department ol agriculture:
Ag-Tech Book Award- Ashley Kyle Arvin
Charles C and Betty Combs Memorial
Scholarship Award Ashley L Koger
Outstanding Turfgrass Studontand Out
standing Agriculture Student- WHkam David
Hawes
Kentucky Nurserymen's AssodationLeste C. Isaacs and Alan Lee Sloans
Department of home economics
Mary King Burrer Scholarship Award
Amy Leigh Bodme. Amie Goerschler and
Sonja Renee Sek
Roberta B HiH Scholarship AwardDartent W Sparks
Charles F Weaver Award- D'Anna
Sizemore Houston
TFC Award lor Excellence- Amy Leigh t
Bodne
Department of technology:
Noble G. Deniston Award James
Clnton Herron
Department of mass communications
Outstanding Broadcasting Senior- Sharon L Timmons
Outstanding Journalism Seniors- Terry
Sebastian and Kerry Lynn Sigier
OutstancSng Public Relations SeniorKeli Cole Moore
Kappa Tau Alpha Top Scholar Award
Keli Cole Moore
Harry C Barfiold Award Suzanne Back
College of Arts and Humanities:
Department of art:
Award in Education- Stacy Louise
Gumm
Award n Ceramics Elizabeth Anne
Spurfock
Award in Design- Jeffrey WB Winkle
Award in Drawing- John Kety Winkle
Award in Jewelry and Metaksmithing
James Keito Fowler
Award in Painting- John Kelly Winkle
Award in Prir*naking- Stacy Louise
Gumm
Award in Sculpture- Peggy Wethinglon
White
Award tor Outstanding Art StudentJames David Mler and Jeflery Will Winkle
Department of speech communication
and theater arts
Pearl Buchanan Award tor Achievement in Dramatics- Rene Bess Hemrich
Keene Oratory Award Tonya Renee
Smon
Weaver Oratory Award Paul Ashley
Chapman
Department of English
Roy B. Clark Award for Prose- Lori L.
Houohlon

GREEK GOODBYES
AZ

ArA

PKA

The brothers of Kappa Alpha Order would like
|owish the be;>t to their graduating brothers.

Rod Tejeda
Brian Collins
Tom Martin

oger May 1
Steve West
Mike Hazelw

r^vvvvvvvvvvvvv%>vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvi

The sisters of

KA0
would like to wish the best
after graduation to:

1
»

Congratulations
Delta Zeta graduates.
May your future endeavors be as
successful as your past accomplishments.

:
:
j

:

i

i

Lisa Cox
Cecily Jackson
Angie McNeal

Heather Heartz
Amy Bryan
Tammy Frazier Amy Shoop
Kelly Ratlliff
: Pam Gibson
P&yyssyysysssyyys^-^j&ysyssssssssdk

The sisters of

The brothers of

ArA

nKA

»

:

wish the best to their
graduating seniors:

would like to wish the best to
their graduating seniors:

Teryl Fisher
Kelly Pfleeger
Michelle Stambaugh

Christofer Keger
Doug Leopold
Ron Swope
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Students profit from peer advisers
Lightly Breaded
By Alisa Goodwill
Staff writer
With the closing of another school
year, many students,especially high
school students, are already preparing for the fall semester.
For incoming freshmen who may
need help academically or person- Pamela Francis, right,
ally, there is the Student Support advises Kathleen Hymer at
Services NOVA program. This pro- student services.
gram helps students from the first
working.
day of school.
One of the students that Francis
One of the programs that NOVA
advises is Kathleen Hymer, a
offers is peer counseling. A peer
freshman majoring in medical
adviser is available to encourage
records from Richmond.
and help the student handle stress.
"She (Hymer) was scared to
"I became a peer adviser to help
death. I've seen her blossom,''
others, mainly nontraditional stuFrancis said. "It is like seeing a
dents," Pamela Francis, a sophoballoon fly."
more majoring in sociology from
Hymer returned to school afRichmond, said.
ter raising her family and decided
Francis returned to school after
that she wanted to further her
being a homemaker for 21 years.
education. She feels that without
S he had a lot of fear about returning,
the help she received from Stubut through Student Support Serdent Support Services she
vices she found a network of friends
wouldn't have made it.
that she could rely on.
Hymer explained that she reAs a peer adviser she helps out
ceived a letter in the mail welwith Freshman Orientation classes
coming her to join the NOVA
and feels that this class helps form
program. This letter is mailed to
strong bonds of friendship and net-

all students who Fit the qualifications of the program.
To qualify for the NOVA program one must have an academic
or economic need. Only the first
120 entering freshmen who qualify
for the program can be accepted.
Most of the students are either firstgeneration college students, are in
need of financial assistance and/or
have a learning or physical disability.
The program is specifically for
freshmen, and in the last-two years,
there has been a focus on nontraditional students," Kate Williams,assistant director of Student Support
Services, said.
"We get the students early and
that helps them focus on graduating," Nancy Hindman, director of
Student Support Services, said.
"We graduate our students at the
same rate as EKU as a whole."
The NOVA program is federally funded along with their sister
programs. Upward Bound and talent search. Student Support Services is also looking for tutors and
peer advisers. For more information or an application, contact
Hindman at 1050.
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STRAIGHT
You Pick the Item TALK
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Local H.S. Clothing
Socks, etc.

■1
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FISH & FRIFS
I Fish, fries.
hush puppies.
I & tartar sauce

$225 |

EKU Sweats
EKU Jackets
Greek T's

Shorts
Sweatpants
Children's wear

If It's Clothing - It's 50% OFF
Where? OFF CAMPUS

At U.B.S. - STUDENTS Are The WINNERS And We APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

We Buy Books
All day!
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UniTCr»ity Book * Supply
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I didn't want to be
handicapped. I wanted
them to teach me how
to walk.
"
—Nancy Noble

93 glad overcomes tragedies
to complete college degree
By Barbara Christian
Contributing writer

Despite losing her
leg to cancer,
Noble was
determined to walk
again. Noble will
graduate May 8
with a bachelor's
in philosophy.
Progress photos
by JAY ANGEL

"I won't let you teach
me now to cook from a
wheelchair. I will not let
you teach me how to be
handicapped! I want you to
teach mc how to walk,"
Nancy Noble yelled at the
occupational therapist at a
rehabilitation center in
Chicago, III.
"I just spent the past
four months in the hospital
fighting for my life, and
now that I have it, I won't
live it in a wheelchair.
Give me a new leg and
teach me how to walk!"
Noble, 45, who will
graduate from the
university May 8, recalls
her trip to Chicago during
Spring Break of 1991 to
visit a friend.
She was planning to
complete a four-year
degree in philosophy at
Eastern. But her plans
were interrupted when
Noble learned from a
doctor in Chicago that she
had cancer and her chances
of surviving were only 30
percent.

She had a cancerous
tumor in her abdomen that
was producing blood clots
in her leg. The tumor was
removed; so was her leg.
But even though she knew
her chances of survival
were slim, her plans for the
future were not impeded.
Noble refused to let
cancer prevent her from
returning to college to
finish her degree in
philosophy and go on to
graduate school.
"Not once did dying
occur to me," she said. "I
never thought that I would
die."
Life on her own
Nancy Noble was bom
in Huntington, Ind., and in
her early childhood, her
family moved to Marion,
Ohio, where her father
worked on the railroad.
When she graduated
from high school. Noble
returned to Huntington,
and for the next eight years
she worked for the General
Electric Plant in nearby Ft.
Wayne. In 1969, her son
John was bom.
In 1973, Noble moved

to Denver, Colo., where
she joined the Teamster's
Union and was able to
build a new house.
"I thought when I was
young, you know, you get
out and make money, get a
new car, a big house," she
said. "That's what was
gonna make you happy. So
I got out and did that. But
having all that didn't make
me happy. So I got very
upset"
In 1981 Noble left
Denver. Her parents had
retired to Kentucky, her
father's native home. So
Noble and her son joined
her parents in a holler just
outside of Rowdy, in
eastern Kentucky.
In the holler up in the
mountains, she and her son
built their own home,
raised rabbits and ducks,
and grew their own food.
But the money began to
run out, and Noble made
further changes.
In 1984 she bought a
small grocery store in
Rowdy. A big house came
with the property. Noble
and her son left the holler
to run the store. It was

66

I never saw anybody who would
adjust so quickly to a crisis that
befell her. She never gave up. 55
—Bonnie Gray

profitable, and soon she
was able to hire people to
work for her. For the next
year, things went well for
the Nobles.

Tragedy strikes
But in January 1985.
Noble lost her son John in
a fata! accident. He was
unable to be rescued from
a burning building. Three
months later, in the midst
of her grief, Noble's
brother died of cancer.
"I didn't know which
one to feel bad about,"
Noble said. "First it was
one, then it was the other. I
went into this, uh, well, it
was really bad. I just
checked out of life."

College
It took almost four years
for Noble to pull herself

together. She spent most of
her time staring at the
walls and doing as little as
possible to keep the
grocery store operating.
But in 1988, she and her
younger brother made
plans together to attend
some classes at nearby
Hazard Community
College.
To her surprise. Noble
completed the full twoyear program required by
the college. But it wasn't
enough to satisfy her
newly- found desire for
learning.
In the summer of 1990,
Noble joined a group of
students who were going
to Europe for summer
school. She not only
received more education,
she also toured Germany,
France, Italy and Norway.

When she returned to
the States in the fall. Noble
enrolled at Eastern to
continue her education,
never expecting the tragic
turn of events waiting for
her around the comer.

Cancer
While visiting her friend
in Chicago, Noble's battle
with cancer began. For the
next four months, she
underwent several
surgeries, including the
removal of the tumor and
the amputation of her right
leg just below the knee.
Since she was unable to
complete the 1991 spring
semester at Eastern, Noble
contacted Dr. Bonnie
Gray, director of the
Honors Program at the
university, and told her
that her leg would have to
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When she returned to
the States in the full. Noble
enrolled at Eastern to
continue her education,
never expecting the tragic
turn of events waiting for
her around the comer.

Cancer
While visiting her friend
in Chicago , Noble's battle
with cancer began. For the
next four months, she
underwent several
surgeries, including the
removal of the tumor and
the amputation of her right
leg just below the knee.
Since she was unable to
complete the 1991 spring
semester at Eastern, Noble
contacted Dr. Bonnie
Gray, director of the
Honors Program at the
university, and told her
that her leg would have to

Noble plans
to return to
her country
store in
Rowdy while
she
considers
plans for
graduate
school.
be amputated and that she
would not be able to finish
the semester.
She asked Gray to get
her an emergency
withdrawal from school
and then said that she
would be back for summer
school.
But Noble had to call
Gray again and ask for
more time away from
school because of more
surgery.
"I never saw anybody
who could adjust so
quickly to the crises that
befell her," Gray said.
"Each time she was faced
with a crisis, it only took
her about two days to
process the information
and come up with a game
plan. She never gave up."
But the doctors had
little hope for Noble's
recovery.
After four months of
intensive care and
treatment, Noble entered a
Chicago rehabilitation
center where she argued
with the occupational
therapists who tried to
convince her that she
would be better off in a

wheelchair.
"I didn't want to be
handicapped," Noble said.
"I wanted them to teach mc
how to walk. They even
tried to tell mc that I
wouldn't be able to drive
my truck without manual
controls being installed. But
I drove my truck anyway. I
gave up my leg — I wasn't
about to give up anything
else."
Noble left Chicago later
that summer and returned
to Kentucky where she
spent the next few months
with her longtime friend,
Israel Topcl from Sladc,
Ky., while she endured the
side-effects of
chemotherapy.
"She's a strong person,"
Topel said. "Not many of
us are asked to overcome
something this significant.
I've had the experience of
loving her as a loving
person. I helped her as
much as I could."

College once again
Noble returned to the
university in January 1992
to finish what she had
started. HerGPA is 3.6.

"On the one hand, she is
very open about all of
this," Gray said. "While on
the other hand, she doesn't
want any special
consideration because of it.
We all have trials and
tribulations. But when I
get down, I think of her
and wonder how one can
find the strength to face so
many, one after another."
Gray went on to say
that, even though the
doctors told Noble that the
majority of people
afflicted with the type of
cancer she has do not live
past five years. Noble has
never considered herself to
be one of them.
Noble will "walk"
across the platform May 8
with her fellow graduates
and receive her degree.
She plans to attend
graduate school but has not
yet heard from the schools
where she has applied for
graduate study.
In the meantime, Noble
has received a good report
from her doctor and she
continues to operate her
grocery store in Rowdy,
Ky.

Excettence in French- Suun Long
Hickey, Maria L Jayme
Excolonoo in Spanish- Barbara Scot! Johnson. Ricardo
Arturo Ocampo and Candy L
Woriey
Department of Philosophy and
RsJUon:
Award in Philosophy-Barbara
Christian
Award in Religion- Simm
VanArsdafe
Dapartmant of accounting:
Gayle Mason Award- Ann
Marie Carlson
Dapartmant of administrative
communication and service*:
Adrninistative Communication Award- Robert Wi I iam Hal
Office Administration AwardGary Scott Baber
Anna D. Gil Award- LycSa
White
Pi Omega Pi Award- Tamra
Michelle Belay
Dapartmant of finance/business systems
Emmett R. Crump, Jr. Outstanctng Senior Award- Deanna
Denise Campbell
Louisville Independent Insurance Agents- Deanna Faye Butler
Professional
Insurance
Agents of Kentucky
Fal 1992- Anthony Wade
Grod
Spring 1993- Wiliam Wilts
Lexington Independent Insurance AgentsFal 1992- Ronda Brockman
Spring 1993- David Lee Byrd
Kentucky Claims AssociationMichael David Hazelwood
Sefcets Bruce Insurance Co.
Scholarship
Fal 1992- Keith Butler FUey
and Kevin S. Woolery
Spring
1993Ronda
Brockman and Keith Riley
College of Eduction:
Mabel Jennings Award- Kay
Darofyn Hamlin
Florence B. Stratemeyer
Award- Blake Victor Young
Department of curriculum and
Instruction:
Gladys Perry Tyng AwardCynthia Taylor Andekin and Terry
Lynn Gordon
Evelyn Francis Language Arts
Award- Lynda Morton Proffitt
Nancy Greer Miller Elementary Education- Brent Douglas
Roard.On Campus and Ru»i A.
Galewcod: Off-Campus
Department of special education:
Outstanding Student in the
Learning and Behavior Disorders
Program- Tina Suzan Wiiams
Outstandmg Senior in Communication Disorders ProgramKristi Dixon
Outstanding Senior in Hearing Impairment Program- Joann
Quinn and Belinda Thompson
College of health, physical education, recreation and athletbK
Fred Dartng HPR Leadership
Award- Pamela Sue Smith
Department of health education:
Outstanding Senior in School
Health Education- Delania
Hardwick
Outstanding Senior in Community Heahh Education- Alona
Evetle Brown and Teresa
McCane
Department of physical education:
Outstanding Senxx in Physical Education-R Keith Braun
Scholarship Merit Award in
Physical Education- Brian K.
Holdsworth
Department of recreation and

park administration:
OutstancSng Senior Leadership and Academic Excetenoe
Award- Chary) Ann Terry
OutstancSng Senior Leadership and PnAui wnai Involvement
Award- Mary Robinson
Coaege of Law Enforcement
Dean's Award for Outstanding Contrtwaon to the Cotege of
Law Enforcement- Jeffery S
Baker
Department of police studies
Police Studies Academic Ex
cellence Award- Theresa A.
Wood*
Outstanding Senior in Potce
Administrason- David J. Light
Police Studies Leadership
Award- Timothy S. Light
Outstanding Junior in Peace
Adrmnrsfration- Kristel N. Gibbons
Department of toe* prevention
andMfe^ academic irostanci
Fire and Safety Engineering
Technology- Harold Scott Best
Security and Loss Proven sonJonathan Taylor Grant
Outstanding Senior Awardfire and Safety Engineering Technology- Bryan Soott Raughley
Senior Leadership Award
Fire and Safety Engineering
Technology - Jeltery Rand Barlow
Department of correctional services
Outstanding Senior in Corrections- Kely Maria Ratfrff
College ol Natural and Mathematical Science*
Clarence H. Gifford Scholarship in the Natural Sciences- Kim berty J. Barnes
Department of biological sclThe LaFuze Scholarship in
Biology- Jessica Eizabeth Abney
Larance Award in BotonyDarby Louise Dougherty
Dan R. Varney Memorial
Scholarship- RussoK E Moore
Outstanding Senior in Biological Sciences- Sunni Gayle Hyllon
Outstanding Undergraduate
Wddile Student- Sunni Gayle
Hyfton
Professors' Award for Undergraduate Research- William
Dorsey
Department of chemistry:
Orson L Arvin Award of tie
Caducous Club- Kafhy Jo Smifri
Chris Love Award- Pauiita
Thomason
Department of geology:
Outstanding Senior Geology
Student Award- Jessica Kay e Hall
Department of mathematics,
statistics and computer sclOutstanding Senior in Mathematics- Eddie D Robinson
Outstanding Senior in Computer Science-Brian R. Ochs
Dapartmant of physics and astronomy:
Outstanding Student in Introductory Physics- Robert W Laird
and Michael John Mobtey
Ted M George Excelence in
Physics Award- Sean Troy Cornea
College ol Social and Behavioral Sciences
Department of geography and
planning
Kemoy M Adams ScholarLeah Mane Wilson
Department of government:
Arthur Y. Lloyd Award- Cecil
Ray Runyons
Pi Sigma Alpha- Dorma Brown
The Paralegal Academic Excellence Award- Nelene J. New
The Paralegal Achievement
and Leadership Award- Vicky G.
King
Department of psychology:
Clark L Hull Award of Excellence- Patricia Ann ChadweD and
Lisa Webster Holskoy
Department ol anthropology,
sociology and social work:
Outstandng Sociology Graduate Award- David Edgar Lockhart
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Program controls your destiny
By Alisa Goodwill
Staff writer
You are destined to graduate.
There is a program on campus
that helps high school students stay
in school and graduate. That program is Destination Graduation.
Destination Graduation is ending its fifth year of working with
students in Kockcastlc. Estill and
Jackson Counties. The program has
been successful through the help
of tutors from Eastern.
The program uses students that
are natives of the county to return
and tutor high school students in
math and English.
"I changed my major from accounting to French education because of this tutoring," Angie
Bussell, a junior from Rockcastle
County, said.
Tutors meet with Destination
students once or twice a week and
try to keep the meetings informal.
Many of the students that are helped
are either temporarily at risk or
permanently at risk. A student is
temporarily at risk when a crisis

Illustration by STEPHEN LANHAM
has occurred in their lives and the
grades begin to suffer as a result.
One example is a death in the family, divorce or a move.
S ludcnts are permanently at risk
when they come from abusive or
alcoholic homes. These students
tend to be neglected at home and
are sometimes harder to reach than
the temporarily at risk student.
"Most of these students arc not
going to go to college, but they
may graduate from high school
because of this program," Nancy

Thames, director of Destination
Graduation, said.
Thames said that Destination
Graduation not only tutors at risk
students, but they also host Career
Day with an emphasis on alternatives to college and the different
types of financial aid.
Another part of the program is
summer school where Destination
Graduation tries to inspire the students to finish the one or two credits they are lacking for graduation
from high school.
The success of the program has
been tremendous. Last year twothirds of Rockcastle County's original group graduated. Also, one of
the students from Rockcastle
County received a scholarship from
Destination Graduation to attend
Eastern.
"If anybody gets an opportunity
to do this, especially education
majors, they should take it," Bussell
said. "The program makes a real
difference."
The program is federally funded
through the Council on Higher Education.
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"Richmond's Finest Country Night Life"

SilveriVstar
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Congratulations Graduates...You finally made it.
Instead of running thet\ pical ad, we ;ii the Silver
Star Mould like i<> thank everyone for making our first
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I k I graduates good luck. Before you leave, we hope to
f»et the chance to sa\ goodbye to everyone. So come on
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CD&P,
co-op offer
career choices
By Selena Woody
Staff writer

As the summer gets closer and
students are beginning to look for a
summer job, the co-op and career
development services at Eastern are
offering their help to any and all
interested students.
Gladys Johnson, director of the
cooperative work program at the
university, said that all students
should take advantage of the opportunities offered ty fte program to get
valuable work experience and further their education.
Jobs offered through the co-op
program come from a variety of
fields, and applicable jobs for every
college are offered.
The campus FY1 lists the types of
jobsavadabte.and students can find out
more about the specific jobs when they
apply at the office in Beckham Hall.

Each college may have special
requirements for students who wish
to be part of the co-op program.
Johnson suggests that any student
wishing to apply talk to the faculty
coordinator within their college to
see if the college has any special
prerequisites for co-op. The program
requires that applicants complete a
minimum of 30 hours prior to enrollment and have a GPA of 2.0.
Students must compk« a minimum
of 80 hours on their co-op asagnmcniU)
earn one hour of academic credit. A
maximum of eight hours can be earned
each semester, a total ofl6 hours can be
earned in a four-year program and eight
in a two-year program.
"Students who participate in thecoopprogram will have an edge when they
apply for jobs because they've got the
experience they need," Johnson sad.
Senior computer science major
Anjali God said that her work with
Toyotaarrangcd through the coop program gave her valuable experience in
her field of study.
"I found out what my major actually entails and if I really liked it." Gocl
said. "You learn so many things that
will help you put the concepts of class
to work."
The Career Development and

Placement Office also works to place
students in summer jobs in the career
of their choice.
CD&P director An Harvey said
that students should take advantage of
the office to "sharpen skills to search
for summer and permanent jobs.
'Workingonttejobthroughcareer
placement offers opportunities to get
experience and gain important skills
that will be needed," Harvey said
"Anytime you can getexperience,
employers look at you as a potentially permanent employee. If not, if
you do a good job, you can get good
references," Harvey said.
CD&P, lice the coop program, offers a variety of jobs for students in any
major. This office receives job oppormnities from all over the nation and shares
information with over 100 national universities to provide better and more jobs
for the students that apply.
Through this program, students
work with the employers for the experience. No credit is given for jobs arranged through CD&P; however, the
arrangements of pay and time are
worked out between employer andemptoyeeinbomjobplacemeniprograms.
Bothdircctors stress the importance
ofjobexperience to the job search and
suggest that students take advantage of

every opportunity Ihey get, not only in
summer but all through the year.
"If you know you're going to be
looking for a job in the summer it's best
to stan looking in May, so you'll be sure
to get on the summer lists in the company you're trying for," Harvey said.
Each job placement program works

with an average of 1,000 students per
year in jobs compatible to all nine university colleges.
"Students need to get ridof the mentaliry that you only ha veto have a degree
to getajob," Johnson said 'Employers
today want people with a degree, a high
GPA and work experience."

Hot Eats!
Cool Treats!
Dairy Queen thanks
you for your support!r
Dairy
Queen

We Treat You Right!
Big Hill Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475
624-0481
Locally owned and operated

Everything You Always Wanted
To Know About Cancer, But
Were Afraid To Ask.

I
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<b CANCER

TSOCKTY*

1 800 ACS 2345

compact discs
cassettes
posters
t-shirts
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| ERIC,
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The bank that helped you get
through college now wants to help
^you get a start in life.

BANK =ONE
Whatever it takes'.
Hank One. IrxinKtun. NA
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Bank One offers a variety of checking accounts and savings plans
designed to help you make the most of your money. To begin
planning for your financial future, stop by your nearest Bank One
banking center.
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Eastern alumna, minister
has no plans to slow down
By Beckie Roaden
Staff writer

* Betsy Jones Slicir— pastor,
chaplain, mother, wife and Eastern
graduate— decided to join the ministry after receiving her calling at
the age of IS.
Stieir came to Eastern from
Franklin County High School because she felt it could give her the
background she needed to go into
the ministry.
Her major in social work, she
said, gave her the expertise she felt
she needed in order to better deal
with people. And a minor in philosophy prepared her for The Lexington Theological Seminary,
where she got her Master of Divinity.
This past March Stieir received
her latest entry on a long list of
awards. The town where she currently resides. Port St. Lucie. Fla.,
named her Citizen of the Year.

"The award was quite an honor,"
Stieir said. "It's nice to feel appreciated for all your hard work."
Stieir founded the church where
she currently serves as senior minister. Treasure Coast Christian
Church.
"The found ing of Treasure Coast
made me the first woman minister
to found a church in the United
Slates," Stieir said. "I felt like that
was quite an accomplishment for
me."
In addition to creating herchurch
from nothing, Stieir said that her
work as a police chaplain was the
second most gratifying thing she
has done with her life.
"I work with a lot of families and
potential suicide victims," Stieir
said.
"I'm the person who has to notify the family that their child has
been killed. It's emotionally draining, but also rewarding when I lend
my support to a grieving family,"

she said.
Slieir's husband, Joe, is also a
university graduate. He is the owner
of Stieir Construction in Port St.
Lucie.
Hiscompuny built the New York
Met's spring training facility, she
said.
Although Sueir leads a very hectic life, she and her husband did find
time to have a family.
Stieir said her two children, ages
3 and 9, love being involved with
church activities.
"My family is very supportive
of my career," Stieir said. "Everyone pilches in and helps me out
when things get crazy."
Stieir said that she has been very
satisfied with her life so far, but she
has no immediate plans to slow
down.
"I hope that my life will in some
way inspire others as I was inspired,"
Stieir said. "My life has been very
rewarding."

Photo submitted
University graduate and Kentucky native Betsy Jones Stieir
was recently named Citizen of the Year In Port St. Lucie, Fla.

Shouldn't your eyeglasses
enhance your eyes?
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We know our job is to correct your
vision. We also believe a big part
of our job is to help you find the
perfect glasses to highlight
your eyes and your face!
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Spend your summer relaxing
By Emily Leath
QMMDWMMHV

On any given day, especially now
that the weather has warmed up, 3- 4year-oids infest the Model playground
behind Donovan Annex like ants,
screaming, laughing and doing whatever little kids do. This is "school" as
they know it. They have Just entered the
education realm.
Not20yardsaway,castingashactaw
on the jungle gyms below, lies an institution that will see students leaving the
world of books, tests and lab finals next
month.
What will they do this summer?
Underclassmen have three basic options: workingasummer job.aUending
summer school or, if they're spoiled,
doing absolutely nothing. Graduates,
though, have no limitations. They are
outin the real worldforgood. No more
summer school. Summer jobs will become careers. No more doing abso-

lutely nothing.
What? No more getting up at 10
am,? That's correct. And no more
going downtown on Thursday night
because Friday docsn'trcally count. In
the real world, the weekend doesn't
start until Saturday morning.
But before the graduates plunge
themselves into this harsh reality, they
should take the summer to relax and
remkiLsce.This area of the country was
made for beautiful spring days that are
finally upon us.
It takes minimal energy, and sometimes even less money to en joy eastern
Kentucky .The passibu*iesarcoui there
waiting lo be taken advantage of.
A mini-vacation on a houseboat on
Lake Cumberland would make a wonderful graduation present
One of the best hiking and picnic
ground The Pinnacles, lies a mere 12
miles south on 1-75 in Bcrea. The area
offers, at no charge, an assortment of
trails with scenic overhangs on two

mountain peaks.
After four or more years in Richmond, students sometimes long for big
cky life. "One-tank trips" are out there
in almost every direction. Cincinnati.
Louisville and Nashville are the best

bets.
Of course, graduates could lake a
week and compleiery vegetate They
could go on a Nintendo or Sega Genesis binge. No need 10 put all that
collegia* kmwledgctoimnxdiaie use.
Trey have to give it time to age, hkc
wine. Besides. Super Mario Brothers is
more than a game, it's a CUIL
More than one afternoon could be
devoted lo cleaning out the closets or

basement. If tficir parents have not al
ready taken thernlothc Salvation Army,
Legos and Matchbox cars can entertain
for hours on cncLGrls can always organize their Barbies' wardrobes.
The summer can be the pcrfeaumc
to take advantage of independence and
freedom. Or it can fulfill the need to
regress and spend a week reliving the
childhaxltrttiteptcsch(x)lcrsaiModcl
are just beginning.

Why A gud
Edukashun
iz Importint

Central Liquor
304 East Main
623-4840
Featuring:
Tanya Day
Penthouse Pet
and
Miss Stripper '92
Kentucky's Hottest Adult Entertainment

Don't take for granted the importance of your education.
You'll stand out for all the right reasons. Having just completed the first step in a sound
future, you have accomplished something no one else can take away. Congratulations.
Eastern Kentucky University graduates. Enjoy and use your talents well.

Proud to be your neighbor!

RICHMOND BANK
& TRUST COMPANY

Member FWC

W MEMBER OF THE MONEY TREE NETWORK ^k
1
Main Sfreet. Eastern By-Pass. Waco & Kirksville ~
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Af/ev \\ourj of /ry/ty, forty found ?
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Large
One Item
and
One Order of
Breadsticks

Phone#

T
I
I

$6.99

Medium
One Item
and
One Order of
Breadsticks

$5.99
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623-0030
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